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_ SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT: ©

The American Civil Liberties Union has criticized the Humboldt County Sheriff’s Department
for keeping investigations of police misconduct internal. Complaints of incidents of abuse have
not only been made against the Sheriff’s Department, but Eureka, Arcata and campus police
forces as well.
:
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Riot GRARLS

searches for
An HSU organization

Uncensored and unabashed,

between environmentalists and

social norms and shatter
expectations.

ways to solve conflicts
alternative
businesses.
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Campus

ineering students met with professors yesterday

a

snes Ways to eleviate the budget blues. Page 3.

13

Community,
° Arcata a.

Center faexinphen arvar coped ©

13.

timber sales on federal lands by 75 percent. Page 20.

617

4th Street,

Eureka

Phone:

445°4480

We're giving it away for FREE!
100 pounds of spicy hot Buffalo Wings

Monday-Friday ¢ 4p.m.-6p.m.

25

Science

.

i Down Inthe dumps — Where does all the garbage go?

landfilis.
tions
restrict
New regula

iL

Page 25.

29

Currents

@Industrial
complex — DJ Dan Malstrom brings underground sounds to Humboldt County. Page 30.

33

Sports

@ Old man and the sea — HSU alum Dennis Pielffer

blows by the competition
at Patrick's Point. Page 33.

Pale ¢ Amber ¢ Downtown Brown
Stout ¢ Harvest Wheat
Seasonal Selections

Guinness on Draught

It’s even greater later!
10pm to Midnight
e Burgers - $3.50

e All-You-Can-Eat
Wings - $7.95
e Iced Stout Prawns - $3.50/dozen

$2 Pints of Lost Coast Beers

Opinion/ Editorial.

@ Lumberjack staff writer takes realistic approach to
debate over smoking.
Page 37.

39

Calendar.
Corrections
¢ In last week’s story on Lily

HSU’s

new dean of undergraduate studies, the year of
her birth should have read 1937, not 1927.
- ©The photo on page 16 was incorrectly credited
to the wrong person. David Kleinepeter should
have received credit.

The Lumberjack regrets the errors.

Sunday-Thursday Nights
Pool « Darts ¢ Televised Sports
Absolutely Smoke Free

Open 7 days a week
Remember... you are only 10
minutes away from the best Brew
pub in the Humboldt Nation.

Life is too short
to drink bad beer!
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Eric Lamb, a nursing senior, is warned not to skateboard in the campus’ core area. UPD Officer
Pablo Jimenez explained the rules and took Lamb's name. A second stop could mean a ticket.

then the school is liable,” said

LUMI

_.. TheUniversity
Police Depart-

ment is.cracking down on bikers and skateboarders riding in
the core area of campus.

campus.”

Bicycle-regulation enforcement began two years ago becauseof lawsuits broughtagainst
universities. A university can be
‘sued for negligence if it fails to
enforce laws on campus.
“If we don’t enforce the law,

University code states that bicycle-regulation enforcement
prohibits bikers from riding in
thecorearea of campus. Thecore
area is north of Laurel Lane,
south of the Redwood and Sunset residence hall firelane, east
of Plaza avenue circle and the

Enroliment Decrease
1993 fall semster marks a drop in registered students after three
straight years of record enrollment. pproximately 760 fewer students
have registered this year than a year ago.

firelane behind
the Music and Art buildings.
Two additional areas are the
northside
of Science
A and south
of the library sidewalk.
University
code also prohibits
skateboarders
and in-line skates
in the same area.
For the past three weeks UPD
east

Officer Pablo Jimenez has been

om,
eS

fo

Pe

had already
been issued. Tickets

patrolling the campus on his bicycle for eight hours per day.

for riding on campus or running

“lam trying to educate people

See Core, page 5

Professors, students work
to find solution to cuts
@ Approximately 200

Students met yesterday
to discuss shortages in
s

o

their department.
Oy Sree

“They care so much.”

dressed
t

meeting, .

yt

Noon ioommnetng ant

Siv"sapbeticla Pet
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in

dents oe

Dow

num

majorsin the

faculty mem
resourceswith

increasingenrollmentnumbershavestudents in the seennantes meena

them.

| McKee showed that since the 1987-88
a year, the Rag a of anon pet

ii

program

t’s faculty members met

pe eeaaialy 20 seudants in the

Kate Buchanan Room yesterday
to an-

swerquestionsand
address common concerns over the shortage of instructors
and

ke Om

“A lot of students are frustrated and
upset,” said
en Klein, a
uate

program. “T’mina classof 80 to 90 people,
with one professor,
and no graders. He
has to grade 240 exams a semester.”
The meeting was
Wend:

Humphries and Michiko Mares both

environmental resources
pee
leh
ga

funds

was.

Se
w low on

“The ier iiic Tot Gb woe becom
ing aware that I have instructors
that are

eo
ome
ee
graders and paper,” Mares
;

tudent

available to instruct

sn

t
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.and dittietborel

Stee
resources.
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Concern over

© instruc
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Professor
Mac McKee showed the stu-

Susan Deuel

FRANK MINA / THE LUMBERJACK

before
acitation,” Jimenez
said. :
most contacts I have
had are first warnings, provided
they haven't been warned yet. If
they have been warned I will
cite them.”
Three citations have been issued in three weeks because of a
warrant or because a warning

m 20 to

“In ‘90-91 the numberof bodies in our

to climb rather precipi-

ously,”McKee said. “In the past, that

would have gotten us an increase in resources.”

Instead, McKee said resources have
ne down and last
the program
$29,0
for 00
operating
expenses com-

year.
this00
pared to $11,5

McKee said that another major problem facing the
t was the de-

crease in 400-

classes available to

students.
Mares agreed that the loss of these
hurt the
haveses
clas
“We don’t have the
courses
that make our
unique,” Mares
said. “It
be a shame that people

would have to leave to get the classes

See Cuts,
page 12

ate

By Tanja Elliott

UPD Sgt. Raymond Fagot.
“Other cam:
have lost lawsuits and have banned biking on

cee.

@-The possibility of being liabile for
accidents on campus has caused
enforcement of university codes.

sa

UPD cracks down on moving violators

4
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Professor comes to HSU on unoffi
@ A math professor from the University of Natal in

South Africa, Johan Swart gets a taste of Humboldt
County and its students for one semester.
oN

ra

“the interaction between

the different

es ... what's going to happen if] cull
e lions.”

cial exchange
cut, but the money they receive is worth
1] ess.

calculus
ful “Mybunch,”
Swart said.is “Ireally
reallya delightlike the

Education is vital to

attitude of the —., jan
open
to learning and to new ideas.
When asked about the different levels
of student activism at Natal and HSU,
Swart said, “Our issues are life and death
issues, but here the issues are ‘normal’

people, but

“for education you

money. Teach-

ers aren't well paid,” Swart said.
Swart received his bachelor’s of science and master’s degrees from the University
of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg
and earned his Ph.D from the University

issues.’”
From Natal, South Africa to Arcata,
Swart said mathematical models of
He said apartheid, which is racial segJohan Swart has madea long trek to teach planetary
have a tendencyto
gation,
was formally enacted in South
mathematics at HSU.
be inaccurate because “there’s so many —
Africa
in
1948.
Swart is an exchange
r who little complex feedback loops.”
“The English-speaking universities
will teach for a semester in place of math
“There has been a tendency because of
apartheid all the time (apartProfessor Roland Lamberson
the number-crunching abilities of com- oO
heid existed).
“I met Lamberson at an international puters to deal with more and more com“Some academics spent time in prison
conference in Barcelona (Spain) in 1991 plex models,” Swart said.
and we talked about the possibility of
The secret of an accurate model is “to because they disagreed so fundamentally
ma
| with the concept of
organizing the unofficial exchange ar- keep it simple,” he said.
rangement,” said Swart, who taught
a
apartheid,” Swart
Swart’s other field of interest is topolsaid.
mathematics at the University of Natal
for 14 years.
4
Hesaiditwasamis"h topological spaceis
the abstract space
He said he divides his research time most suitable for the study of continuous
sa conception that all
between topology and mathematical
Afrikaners
were
functions.
against change, and in
modeling. Mathematical modeling is the — “They told a joke that a
logist is
actuality
many
re-creation of systems in mathematical commen who ue tell the differen ce
terms.
Afrikaners
have
between a doughnut and a cup,” said
‘Tm looking for someone to collabo- Swart who said his field expertise wasn’t
fought for an end to
apartheid.
rate with, wildlife and biology scientists, “rubbishy
geometry.”
“Mathematics is an international occuto do some modeling,” he said.
The ma
tician of Afrikaner deSwart said most of the mathematical scent, said his specialty was analysis in pation. There were years during the apartmodeling he’s done has been ecological. topology.
“T’ve worked with people in the parks
eins " "
go an
This isn’t the first time Swart has vis- meetinof a aril eid)at to i”
said the mathematician.
services (in South Africa) — the equiva- ited the United States.
lent of your national and state parks,” . “I spent two years in San
her education in South Africa suf. Sol
Swart said.
from
lems that are not unlike
was quite keen to come to this part of the fers
problems.
Swart worked on a project to conserve world to see my old friends,” Swart said, HSU’s
the black rhinoceros.
“There’s a 15 percent inflation rate in
who presently teaches
a beginning calcuThe mathematical models Swart has lus course and a graduate mathematics
South Africa,” Swart said.
worked on at the parks services portray course.
Hesaid notonlyare budgetsconstantly

of South Africa.

Swart said he was

to becomea

mathematician when herealized, “there's
this beauty in mathematics, not just its
utilitarian value.
“It’s the beauty of
diverse elements, you see the interplay of various
components,” Swart said.
The way a mathematician
solvesa prob-

lem is deeper than the dry train of logical

statements that is a popular misconception, Swart said.
“Your insights come out without
you
back,” Swart said.
a
He said when he was in Hollandin
1971 he was riding the train and was
talking to his wife when in mid-sentence

he finally had the

t on how to solve

a problem he had worked on for six
months. Flashes of brilliance
might occur
“inthe middleof the night,in theshower,”
Swart said.
Hesaid he enjoysan
elegant solution to

a problem rather thanan answer thaf was

arrived at through brute-force.
Swart said the large amount of tedious
and simple arithmetic thatis
to
pupils instead of moreintell
y chal-

lenging problemsis
what “absolutely kills

off one’s love (for mathematics).”
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without leaving your room.
Interactive programs on CD-ROM
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CD-ROM technology
brings vast new
capabilities
to the desktop. Which
is why, soon,
more and more computers will include a CD-ROM
rive. Buy one, and you're
an
investment
that will last you well into the future.

Macintosh Promo
CD gift pack. FREE.

Mocintoth Centris™ 610
swith CD-ROM, Macintosh Color

~

sock videos, musicfor your audio
CD player and more (worth $327').

Display and Apple Extended Keyboard II.

CD-ROM technology puts libraries of information at your finger — our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy __ there, ask about financing
with the Apple’ Computer
Loan’ And

the Macintosh Centris” 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive

discover the power of Macintosh? The power to be your best?
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“ae sign are $54, Jimenez
nOn my way home from
Soke une
ee

was stopped after running

stop sign at the bottom of
Harpst,” said Lev Nason, a
natural

sad taberpresations
haee,
was pretty

surprised when he

told me the amount, but he
was nice about it and didn’t

ere

a li

a vtiiiy wilt

avin?

Jimenez said. “I seem
to have

It’s a good

Jimenezsaid
he hopes to see
bicycle patrol

said he ae

ed. He

UPD and

the ArcataPolice Department
to work
and patrol
Arcata,
and the wooded
areas at night.
Bike patrol provides
mobility, access and presence that
cers couldn’t receive in a
car, he said. “The best compliment I got was when a student
ere
bicycleI seeouthereis you.’ It
tells me that I am doing my
job.”

Time () FLIES
Tackle Shop & Guide Service
The largest selection of all types of fishing gear and
accessories on the Northcoast.

Salt & freshwater
tackle
“Fly fishing tackle & Accessories
*Fly tying tools & materials
“World-w
fishing adventures
ide

ES
SoS

° Continued
from page 3

eRod blanks & building components
Rod & reel repair
“Fly tying classes
*Books, T-shirts, video
& more
s

Guide service for Salmon & Steelhead on all Northem Calif. rivers
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Haircuts, Perms, a?
Colors, Facials, Waxings
Manicures, Ear-Piercing
and.. -Professional Hair here
Products.

HAIR

735 8th Street
826-1959

Open 7 Days a week!
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FOR MEN & WOMEN

DON'T BE AFRAID OF COMMITMENT — TAKE THE PLUNGE!
SUBSCRIBE TO THE LUMBERJACK.

ONLY $7 PER SEMESTER OR $12 FOR THE WHOLE ACADEMIC YEAR!

815 J Street, Arcata (behind the Co-op)
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Group works to get beyond compromise
@ The Center for
Resolution of

Environmental Disputes
provides a form of
mediation other than a

court of law.
By Harry Kassakhian
TONGERIACK STAFF

The Center for Resolution of Environmental Disputes at HSU is a campus organization which provides alternative
dispute resolutions.
“We provide mediation and facilita-

3

WA

,

%

tion,” said Jules Marks,a sociology graduate student who is the assistant director
of the CRED. “There’s a lot of different
ways of resolving disputes.”
“Sociology is the study of the human
being and their interaction with groups,”

SaaS

said Betsy Watson, a sociology professor

at HSU and the director of the CRED.
She said that was why sociology was a
valuable field in resolving conflicts.
Watson said the CRED’s goal is “get-

FRANK MINA/ THE LUMBERJACK

ting beyond compromise.”

Watson said instead of a win or lose
dilemma or a lose-lose situation, the
CRED tries to help both parties in the
dispute win.

Jules Marks, sociology graduate and the assistant director for the Center for Resolution of Environmental Disputes,
works to find alternative ways to resolve disagreements between environmentalists and businesses. Marks placed maps
in the University Annex lobby detailing the ten options proposed as a result of the Forest Conference in Oregon last year.

“My goal is for them (CRED’s clients)
to co-operate,” Watson said.
She said it takes several hours for both
sides to part with a d
tic view of
their own needs and find out what they

tion easement. The company agrees to
not cut the trees.
She said the company would be compensated financially and gets to keep the
land. The CRED mediates this type of

really want.
“A ‘win’ is what you really need,”
Watson said.
Watson used a hypothetical scenario to
explain.

“A timber company wantsto cut all the
trees. The environmentalists want to not
have it done,” Watson said.
She said the real ‘win’ for the timber
company is to make money, and for the
environmentalists it is to save habitat,
genetic stock and prevent soil erosion. _
Watson said an answer to such a dis-

pute might take the form of a conserva-

solution.
“A third party is someone who isn’t
involved. We (the CRED’s volunteers)

have a wide variety of political viewpoints,” said Watson about the diversity
in the office that makes understanding
opposing viewpoints easier.

But Watson said there is common
und.
“They (clients in a dispute) all agree
that Humboldt County’s thebest placein
the world,” Watson said.
Shealso said clients
are afraid of Southern California’s encroachment on

Humboldt County, and for them anywhere south of Ukiah is Southern California.
“We (residents of Humboldt County)
are more capable of finding our own
solutionsrather than Washington (D.C.),

some positive changes in the timber industry. Twenty... 30 yearsago they (timber companies) were driving caterpillars
up the creeks instead of building roads.”
Marks said the CRED was “the brain-

or Sacramento deciding for us.”

majority leader) and was passed by Senate Resolution 22 and received seed

“Whatenvironmentalists need to know
is that there are limits set. The businesses
need rules,” Watson said. She said it was
important for businesses to know the
rules are stable for planning
.
A tool used to examine the effects of
action on an eco-system is a Geographic
Information System.
Watson said GIS was used by the
Simpson Timber company and the gov-

ernment.

“The environmentalists

child of Barry Keene (former state Senate

~——e — the state Lotto fund.
e said the CRED is a
of the
Graduate Deans Office. rere
Marks said most of the disputes the
CRED handles are watershed-group issues.
“Someone
wants tocut,” and the CRED
is an alternative to suing, Marks said.
“This summer wedid a (mediation) train-

See CRED, page 7

have made

University
Affirmative Action
Committee Mectings
The University Affirmative Action Committee. meetings are open to all faculty, staff and
students. If you have concerns pertaining to
affirmative action issues, this would be an
apporpriate forum to express them.
Fall meeting times are listed below.

Two locations within —

walking distance of HSU!
And in McKinleyville:
Sequoia Auto supply

2023 Central Ave 839-1574
ie

The Lumberjack

CRED
or a police officer. Soci-

0

Teresa Milis

are trai
toned
be more

neutral participants.”

agency that
the

ciology ma-

Flemming,

searcher for the

the

yzing differMarks

re-

how

Marks said.

manentdocum
thatent
states

ted Students

_puses.

rum to give

said that

A.S. members met last

_ Week to brainstorm
ideas for
a student's
bill of rights after

y

t.

State Student Association
representative, a gies ted a
proposal at the
.meeting

anything.
Our function isto teach
them

row at noon in GoodwinFo- —_ Pete Wilson,
A.S. vice presi-

have a strong enough p

will give that chance tomor-

“They (disputants) canachieve

Markssaid about the question
of bias during mediation, “The

a forum
ceive input from other stu-

eee

Oe
The

putes to the CRED
He said the CRED practiced

conflict

will be able to
at HSU,
spread statewid
to other e
cam-

chance to establish theirown

sometimes courts will refer dis-

perfectsitua-

ey

mean ruling out conflict. “We
don’t discourage conflict. Ccnflict is a really positive
of
society. It can provide information,” Marks said.
Carter

_thatstatesour
Belding said, “Not only for
our clarification but for leon statewide issues.”

:
Students now have the

But Marks said this doesn’t

was
a federal

to form a document outlining
the rights of HSU students.
Member
of the AS. saidthey
s
arehopin
that once these
g

to communicate,”

members

dent, said the A.S. wants to start

student’s rights.

by implementing these rights

“Student's rights

into
the A.S. constitution.
sduieualae

it will go to

aaa

oe

campusesand

the state,” Wilson

said.
§ “Weneedaconcisedocument

—

a judge

is

role we take on is neutral, just as

ing session with Soil Conserva-

tion Agen

Forum to define student rights
a

° Continued
from page 6

Wednesday,
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eroded far enough,” said

Cassandra Teurfs, charter

campus student coordinator.

“The time has come that we

protect them.”
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=> CLIFFS QUICK REVIEWS <
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_ When you need help preparing for a test, think Quick. Cliffs

Available to you
7 days a week © 24 hours a day

Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader
study guides: Cliffs Notes.

in

Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid
understanding of introductory college
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quizzes,

just call

826-3456

midterms and finals.
Do better in the classroom, and on papers
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.
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[ne Associated Students
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Burre
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Office tries to make students feel at home
@ Matching foreign students and HSU

ternational students attending

students in a “buddy system” is the goal
of the International Student Office.

“"Wewant thisoffice tobe open
for all international students,”
she said.

eee

Two

said thereare
Krishnamachari

Today, Krishnamachari sa

Waldner

years ago, Shalini

Krishfiamacharileftherhomein
pursuit of an environmentalen-

gineering degree from HSU.

For Krishnamachari, home

was Hyderabad, India.

The 19-year-old junior does
not remember the moveas being
easy.
“1 was afraid and scared,” she
said.

TUES. - SAT. JOAM

she has settled into a caslinre

about 75 international students

“I'm perfectly at home in In-

5] HSU. While

f...jattending

al

able life at HSU.

dia,” she said. “But I’m at home
_ here, too.”

_| Someareregistered stu-

it is now

are part of

other foreign students feel at
home.
Being part of the LS. Office
allows Krishnamachari to be a
part of a support system for in-

tional English LanInsti-

dents, others

An intern in the International
Office,

Student

the Interna-

Krishnamachari’s job to make

ee

r

Krishnamachari

tute, attend-

ing HSU to lear. or improve
their English.
“There are all kinds of stu236 G ST. § dents here,” she said. “They
are
EUREKA 8 coming for so many different

+ 5:30PM

gel

443-8145 8 No matter their reason for at§ tending HSU, Krishnamachari
§ said most will need some kind

WE AVE.
Supplies

§ of assistance.

“I think anyone going
toa difg ferent culture needs help.
i There’s
a lot of cultural miscommunication, at least initially, if
E you don’t know how to interact
8 with people in another culture.”

8 = The LS. Office is part of Stu-

§ dent Affairs. It is comprised of

KNITTING,

WEAVING

AND

SPINNING g Krishnamachari, International

SUPPLIES, INSTRUCTION & SUPPORT 4g Student
Coordinator Judy
Webb, and German Associate

BRING

UR.CHASE

A

FOR 10% OFF

IN THIS AD
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@ Professor Kay LeBahn, faculty
dent Union.

As asupport

for inter-

national students, the I.S. Office

~ has several responsibilities.
“The |
of the office is
to coordinate activities for the
international student,” said

Krishnamachari, who is the
president of ISU.
“We want this place to be a
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come here,” she said.

“We're basically trying to
stustrengthen theinternational
,”
campus
on
nity
commu
dent
she said.
Still, she said the LS. Office
can only offer the students so
much support.
Thatis where the International
Student Buddy System comes
in.
“Many people, when they
come to a foreign country, want
to learn about the culture, but
they don’t know how to go about
it. We thought maybe we could
by findhelp them in the process
ing them an American buddy
who would be there for them.
“What we're trying to achieve
isa cultural exchange and friend-

ship,” said Krishnamachari,add-

ing that the system was created
last semester by Vice President
for Student Affairs Edward
“Buzz” Webb.
Krishnamachari said the LS.
Officeis currently matching students who share common interen
matched
be ts
should
ests. Stud
within the next two to three
weeks.
“We've had a lot of interest
from people,” Krishnamachari
said. “Twenty-five Americans
have signed-up. I think we can
find a match for everyone.”
Dirk Neumann is one international student who hopes to be

matched with an American
buddy.
Originally from Germany, he
his first semester at
—

“] don’t feel comfortable with
the

language

Neumann,

yet,”

said

a biology junior.

See Buddy, page 12
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reference point for them. If they
have any problems they can
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Have you been diagnosed with
Lyme Disease in the past
seven years?
Are you between 18 - 64 years
old?

Your participation could aid in our
research.

approximately 5 a.m. yesterday.
Officer Kim Glory arrested Erik O’Neill as he

attempted
to steal abi

O’Neill was later released with a notice to appear in court.
@ A woman from Tan
Oak Hall
i she ate
mushrooms early Satur-

day evening
and they were
making her sick.
An ambulance
was requested
and she was transported to Mad River
Hospital Emergency Room.
@ Friday at approximately 10 p.m. the Arcata
Police Department was
backupatthe
Humboldt Brewery for
crowd control.
@

Two

males

warned for lighting
works

were

fire-

in the

Redwood

Manor parking

lot Satur-

day morning.

Bottle rock-

ets were confiscated.

A complaintofsixsubjects drinking and howling in the area of Jolly GiantCommonsand Cypress .
Lawn
was
reported Wednesday at approximately 11 p.m.
The area was
and contact
was made with
the six individuals who
were drinking
Snapple.

They wereadvised to keep
the noise at a reasonab!
level.

@ A fire at 17th and H
streets started Sunday at
approximately
5 a.m.
and the Volunteer Fire Department assisted with
traffic control.
~ Katrina Ramser

—

Please call(707) - 826 - 3573

Dr. Jim Knight

Mr. Thomas Shaffer

The classy place
for after class!

in front of the Library at

Come join

The Lumberjack!

University police
Complaints against department serious, infrequent

oe

Officers, subject to the regulations governing police conduct,
Sousa said.

quires every law enforcement

ported

other

into custody
five
PERS wr lish

non-En-

Three lacked
pee of legal entry into the
nited States.
They were released becauseit
wasn’t feasible for the Border
Patrol to pick them up.

enc

said UPD ySgt. Raymond Fagot.
Hesaid pti.

took

MISCONDUCT | pectedofbeing
illegal aliens.

by an-

a

Sousa

workers sus-

from
an off-cam-

enna

ed.
said he could recall only
one case in which a UPD officer

¢ MASTERCARD

3RD&CSTREETS,EUREKA

ee
eS
a
=
we

.

S

®

some of our MECHA students

Department.

was, ‘Is that going to happen to
us?’”
“There wasa lot of debate go-

Page 14

:
REVIEW: County supervi-

ity UPD had to be asking for

Page 15

recommend

review

ing on over what kind of author-

sors

green cards from su

STUDENT: Studentinjured

rnigrants,” said

ector Laura Barrera.

im-

co-dir- | while restrained.

Page 18

PSYCHO: LAPD

lo-

Sousa’s explanation kept them
from filing a complaint, she said.
“Wherever an agency oper-

gist looks at select tte.
duct.
Page 17
POLICY:

See UPD, page 11

Procedure

for «

Page 20

Woe
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complaints.

we

affair. “I think the feeling of | COMPLAINT:Studencfiles

~

sale and
order items

ODUCTS
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Webb, vice

STUDENTS:
10% OFF
ALL IMPORT)
PARTS

NEEDS!
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DISCOVER

was made.

F

LICE: Internal
investiga*

sensitive,”
said president
Bawardfor student
“Buzz” | Sons questioned., Page 13
it

gp
ae

a

comp
The inoet recent
internalsrese
in- foe
veitigntion

Dennis pus incident
re-

UPD officers
are sworn peace

although no written complaint

PO

i

a as
Se

“They have to be investi-

gatin

concerned.

a

Al
formal complaints
against
s University Police
tareinfrequent,they
. ste ghen saben,

Ran seething nonlin
eventually
resigned, Fagot
An inclfent inst Octolter drew
theire of some Chicanostudents,

toe

to have a procedure for investi-

Sousa theincidenthad
them very

ta

agency or departmentin thestate

misdemeanor off-campus.

a ste

Andrew Hesse!

;

Se

procedure to investigate complaints.

Members of MEChA, the
Chicano studentmovement, told

ie ran

was terminated for misconduct.
The officer had committed a

® The California Penal Code says law
enforcement agencies must have a

eLowcostno
»

e Low cost co

tion birth control supplies
fed AIDS/HIV testing

(707) 444-9671

HSU is run by committee.
Who’s on these committees?
¢ University curriculum

working with the
Academic Senate

Board of Finance—
upervise the financial

concerning G.E., inter-

tudents.(Want toknow

creating policy.

Reheat

i

fairs of the associated
—

Committee—

YOU.

(Want to see a new major
established or an old one

Associated Student
ouncil—seats open for

improved?)

ory’

nk

PERG

Ff,

~

cot

ern

eUniversity Center t Board of Directors—
planning the development of the
University Center and its programs.
(Want to know what’s
>
up with the quad?)

White sheep,
Black sheep,
to warm your tum...or fill with ice to
soothe a headache. Chintz accented
and layette size available too!
1031 H Street Arcata 822-3450

[x IS

¢ plus 26 others. What ever your interests,
from AIDS education to public art, there
is a committee for you.
iCome by the A.S. offices for an
application, located in the South Lounge,
or call 826-4221.

| Funded by the Associated Students

|

~

degree programs, etc.

Pala

college curriculums, new}.
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in the past two years Media Services has introduced new features to Founders Hall 118,
Including the installation of a Macintosh and personal computer into the lectern, above. David
panel.
ent’s
Mohrmann, right, theater arts graduate student, points out the equipmcontrol

Technology gets mixed feedback
@ Media Services has been installing
new equipment for the past two years in
the Founders Hall 118.
By Virginia Long
Ul

Recent

improvements

in

Founders Hall 118 are completed
and the room is ready for classroom use, but some instructors
have mixed feelings about the
changes that have occurred.
For the past two years Media

M

|
The

Services has been installing
new
equipment in the Founders Auditorium to help instructors
present information to a large
class more productively.
The project cost $142,000 and
was funded with left-over
money from previous improvements in Founders Hall. The
new

equipment

will

cost

$120,000 overa fo
“We're trying to tas
thingsasmuchas possible,” sai
Terry Flindt, operations _
ager for Media Services.
The so
installation piece is
alargevideo/data projector that
displaysa clear imageto all seats
intheroom.
.
Several typesof programming
can be sent to the video projector.

For example, live programming from Cox Cable or direct
broadcasts via satellite can be

THE KHSU DINER

SPECIALTY F. EATURES

received at the Library and delivered to the auditorium with
the university's closed-circuit
video system.
“Eventually we want to grab
in (to receive programming)
from all over campus,” Flindt
said.
Political science Professor
JeDon Emenhiser said one of his

agreementon C-SPAN last week.
Moreover, installation of a
Macintosh and
nal computer in the lectern allows instructors to display other information to the students.
“Soon the computers will be
linked to a data line that will
allow access to the campus mainframes,” Flindt said.

classes was able to watch the
signing of the Middle East peace

5
nore

See Founders, page 12

Medica Group & Counselling
¢ Family Planning
¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine

Creole Gumbo Radio Show

fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal

If you like your music spicy, tune in fot this hour of indigenous Louisiana

styles
of music,

:

includingCaajun, traditional
jazz, brass band, zydeco, and the blues, hosted
by New Orleans

music industry insider Jerry Embree. eee

ANDREW HESSEL / THE LUMBERJACK

The Neville

Ee

ck, Jr., Rockin’ Dopsie, Clifton Saami: Fats Domino...and many more.
FREE WITH THIS COUPON!
oo

785

18th Street

“JUST OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F 8ain to Spm
822-2481

_

Sandy Bradley's "Potluck"
Sundays, 12noon-ipm_

This

ey Ror combines humor with

flair. rer

aI

ee c

in
is presented before a live aud :
stars. Entertaining
and
informative.

FREE WITH THIS COUPON!

tor
nde
mas ~ all with Pacific Northwest
Bradley .
Small Wonder

Boulder, Colorado, where the

Mountains touch the

Here at The Lumberjack, we
believe that everyone should
try to make this planet a
cleaner and more beautiful
place. That’s why we use
recycled newspaper and
biodegradable ink. Both The
Lumberjack and its inserts
are recyclable, so, please,

even if you don’t agree with
us, don’t trash us.

The Lumberjack
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CSU, the mean salary is $144,908.
Accordingto the policy adopted bythe
board, the mean figure will be used to
establish a target for the total cash com-

university president
Fewer people are interested in being
presidents, vice presidents, and deans of
CSU campuses, stated Chancellor Barry
Munitz in a press release.
The decrease is attributed to salaries
falling “further and further behind,”
Munitz stated in a

April to coincide
with

faculty
and staff

raises

National Service Trust Act

signed by Clinton

release.

_ Thursday,
the CSU Board of Trustees
unanimously approved a policy to boost
et
ere
not had an increase in nearly three years.
According to Michael Slinker, director of
University Relations, it has been almost
five
since HSU President Alistair
aeeen received a raise.
average base salary fora
dent
is $120,075,
to an aon of

$167,675 for a

ion.
Munitz will also review and recommend new levels of housing allowances,
which currently range from $3,600 to
$26,400 annually.
is
No
increases were a
;
the oan will make pie « vibe
tions
to the board at its November
meeting. He has
that
allowances take effect at that time, with the
increases coming in January or

University of California

chancellor.
“Presidents are working hours and
doing things that various constituents
never see. There’s a lot of behind the

scenes work,” Slinker said. “No presi-

dent in the country works an eight to five

day.”
The California Sa

Educa-

tion Commission identified 20 institu-

tionsacross the country as comparable to

President Clinton signed into law the
National Service Trust Act yesterday.
“The act will provide educational
awards and stipends to participants in
exchange for one or two years of public
service,” according to a press release.
Under the act, students can earn an
educational award of $950for two years
of community service. The award can
also be used to pay for tuition or to repay
a student loan.
Participants will receive a minimum
wage stipend and health benefits while
working in areas that range from health
care, law enforcement or education.
In the first year 25,000 people are expected to participate
and it is expected to
increaseto 100,000in the following years.
The bill was passed
by a vote of 275 to
152 in the House of Representatiyes and
57 to 40 in the Senate.

UPD
© Continued from page 9
ates, they need to be a
nic

erRagotsaid

u

of the hat

idence in

their

To enhance that awareness, he said
are given mandatory
trainin

oe

As Peace Officer Zandards
&

and

division (POST) of the

California Department of Justice.
The most recent was a two-hour tele-

conference “cultural awareness” session during the summer.
|
Fagot said cultural-awareness instruction ha8 ranged from a general
overview of the
lem to
on specific cultures such as Vietnamese, Cambodian and Humboldt
County’s Native American
les.
Besides
overseeslaw enforcement agencies’ recordtraining
ures
and comt investigations. It reports to the

ice Department and the sate Leg -

A formal allegation of misconduct
came about four years agowhen a student refused to
when asked by a
UPD officer in
a reportof
pis
were thefts
burglaries
near the HSU library.
Sac
aie ame
dent walked away.
officer
grabbed the student, he pulled away.
In the process, the student's shirt was

ri

‘

student filed a complaint. In the
ensuing investigation,
the UPD officer

was found innocent of misconduct.
Article
9 of the collective
t between
CSU and the California Police Officers’ Association established a policy “to provide for the
prompt receipt, investigation and dis-

Ceing tn

actions

eee

a

lo

Public Safety.”

article further provides
that once

a complaint
is made in writing, investigation of the complaint should be
completed as soon as possible.
Thein
tion must be completed

within 30 days from the date the complaint was initiated, if possible.
Investigations are normally conducted by the supervisor
of the person
implicated, Fagot said.
director of Public Safety decides
whether the complaint is sustained,
exonerated, inconclusive or un-

founded.

The director's conclusion is the only
information
which must be made
lic,
said, unless the
t
commission of a crime.
Sousa said eee

the detailsof a case.
partments’
i
internal investigation and
od
personnel records confidential.

be disclosed iin aa
court seniigtliaasoeor

to a grand jury, district a
s office or the attorney general's office investigating police conduct.

LOUS=.
The world’s lending photo design and production tool.

Illustrator

&

Adobe
Photoshop

Adobe Illustrator

§ 132.95

mo

$215.00 com

Adobe

Photoshop
$239.95

Adobe
Reunion

25.95

:

the

Adobe
Type Manager

Adobe
SuperAIM

$43.95

$69.95

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm

Prices are for HSU Students, Staff, and Faculty only. Proof of enrollment or employment is required. Items

Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Phone: 826 - 5848

after the merchandise
has been purchased. All items are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require

may be subject to availability from manufacturer. The computer industry is fast paced and changes occur daily.
As a result, the HSU Bookstore cannot be held responsible for any change in price, or updates to product lines,
special ordering. Therefore, all sales are final; no refunds. Prices are subject to change at any time.
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Founders: Auditorium’s equipment may be too high tech
© Continued from page 10

dard nowadays,” said
Sroepeon, jrerteneea weiter
are coming up with radivances and nethingis san

However,
with thisnew equipment comes some negative, as

cal

instructors around campus that
use the auditorium.

hostile.’
It’s a good idea and it’s
the wave of the future, but the
small buttons
are a flaw.”

well as positive, feedback from

“There is potential
for this new

equipment bd it doesn’t have
the software
or sta-

yg

svogrenin,” Raenaver

“Generally, everythingisnon-

ee

ae

Tee

‘user

There is a new overhead
projector installed in the lectern that
bee og

Bonne

pane inde

objectssuch as magazine

and newspaper articles. An over-

notes
head for transparenofcies
is still needed.
Another new feature is that
cassette tapes, records and CDs
can be played from the lectern to
a speaker system with surround
sound.

sate for
to Ga pikes ifCc
dsagialils
the room. But

differences of
themovie screen is

down,

bethe sound from the speakers
comes muffled.

Last fall, an instructor could

only use video tapes. Now,

money

outof my own

work the video

to

Leics

vidoediscs can also be played
from the lectern so there is no

not user friendly. It looks like a

equipment to the room.

with words so small I can’t see to
use them.”
Media services
reto take
alizeimprovements
place.
The intentions for
ments are to treat Founders Auditorium as a model.

need to transport extra media

Journalism Professor Maclyn

McClary, who admitted he is
“not the greatest fan of new tech-

nology,” said the

le at me-

and hel
kind es
are ic
dia serv
ess
but “I couldn’t use the
with
ne
someo
hire
to
had
I’ve

flight deck to a 747. There are
hundreds of teeny, tiny buttons

Cuts
° Continued
from page 3 .
they need.”
Professor Brad Finney
told students that next semester will be even
tougher as two of the staff
are going on sabbatical.
“And unfortunately,
the
amount of money given
to replace us doesn’t re-

ally replace us,” Finney
said
The students agreed
that the lack of staff is the
most crucial problem.
“Seven professors for
400 students—that’swhat
we're looking at for next
semester,”
Klein said.
Humphries said their
goal for this week is to get
students to sign a petition
that will show the
department's unification
and determination
to raise
the needed funds through
grants and private funding.
She said the petition is
hanging in the “fish
bowl,” a glass case on the
first floor of the Science D
building.

THE ONLY THING BIGGER
THAN OUR CHECKING OFFER
THIS FREE SHIRT.
Right now, Bank of America has a big deal
for college students.
Simply choose from any of our three college
student checking accounts and we’!l waive
monthly service charges every summer up to five

years. And, we’ll give you a free Big Deal t-shirt.
Only Bank of America gives you free access
to your cash at over 5,000 Versateller® ATMs in

Buddy

IS

the West. Plus a BankAmericard® credit card has
no annual fee when you link it to your
checking account for protection against
checks. So, what are you waiting for—
your local branch today and ask about
deal on college checking.
BANKING

ON

© Continued from page 8

?

BofA
bounced
stop by
the big

AMERICA™

Stop by and ask for details at: 697 8th St., Arcata
334 F St., Eureka

2000 Central Ave., McKinleyville

“That makes me more shy than
at home. I hope that through the
buddy system, it will be easier
for me to get to know U‘S.
people.”
Krishnamachari said the plan
is for each partnership to last a
semester at a time,
adding that
participants will be encouraged

to meet each other at their own
ce.

At the end of this semester,
the LS. Office will review the
am to decide its future.

have great hope for it,” said
LaBahn. “It’s good for interna-

tional students and American
students. It’s a win-win situa-

tion.

“Ithinkit’s
| far,”’ said

ing

wary welt

working well because

.

have heard of us and

coming tousforhelp.
“The

are lea

-

©

re

international students

tries, their
lies. They
Member FDIC. Monthly service charges waived during June, July, and August. Offer only applies to Limited, Standard and VERSATEL® checking accounts. Fees for overdraft and other account -related
college status required.
to credit approval. Full-time
services 908 apply. T-ehirt available while supplies last. Offer good through October 30, 1903. Credit card offered through Bank of America N.A. and subject

Ss

people

behind their coun- |
sand their famiy need some-

one they can call a friend.”

SE

Internal investigations of police misconduct
in Humboldt County inadequate, says ACLU
@ Complaints
against the Sheriff's
Department often
go unrecorded.
By Dawn Hobbs
Public confidence in law enforcement agencies — shaken
by the Rodney King case — remains low because many agencies continue to investigate mis-

conduct cases
from within,

(AQeeeee

has handled several police misconduct cases.
Harris said cases exist where
clients have been involved in
abusive situations with the
Sheriff's Department and their
“complaints
are denied and they
getaformletter” notifying them
of the claim’s status.
Filing a complaint with the
Sheriff’s Department is “a futile
exercise for most people,” he
said, adding that misconduct is

usually inflicted on “people with
the least amount of power — the
homeless, the
criminal

Office. If a civil suit is not filed,

the complaint is directed to the
District Attorney’s office.
Whereas, if the complaint is
against the Sheriff's Department,

See Misconduct, page 14

ele-

ere)
ment and those
ITS | that are fearful
rights attorto come forneys.
ward.”
n particular,
ee
In the last
the Humboldt
SCONDUCT
five years, the
Count
Sheriff’s Department
has
recorded
36 cases
Sheriff's Department is under
fire because of itsinternal invesof misconduct, including categotigation and discipline proceries of “conduct unbecoming,”
dures.
“excessive force,” “care and custodyof prisoners” and “careand
“One problem the Sheriff's
Department has more than any
custody of property” —only six
other (law enforcement) agency
of those were sustained.
is a complete lack of discipline
The actual amount of complaints are “very tricky” to dewithin the ranks,” said Mark
termine because complaints
“get
Harris, an Arcata attorney who

according to
county
civil

fragmented,” said Christina
Huskey, president of the Redwood Chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union.
If acivil suit is filed against the
county, the complaint goes to .
the Risk Management Division
of the County Administrative

|\QYFrE

UPD: Few complaints have been
filed against officers.

Page 9

PADILLA: Student receives neck
fracture from officers. Page 14
WATCHFUL EYE: Independent
review board recommended for
police misconduct.
Page 15
PSYCHOLOGY: Why do some
officers turn violent?
Page 17

MAYSSONETT: Another student injured by officers. Page 18
PROCEDURES:

plaints are handled.

How

com-

Page 20

Christina Huskey, president of the Redwood chapter of the
ACLU, works as a public defender at the Arcata Justice Court.

Arcata’s recycling center ready to expand
m@ Members of the

interests
“We're getting ready for the
new millennium,” Barratt said.
“Our goal in this project is to be
prepared forthe changing world
that we’re moving into, in terms
of reducing, reusing and recycling materials.”
With the proposed expansion
to the adjacent
lot off 9th and N
streets, the ACRC could potentially become California’s first
regional processing center.

How Furids Raised WillBe Used

Arcata Community
Recycling Center
kick off a fund drive
for the future.
By Teri Carnicelli
COMMUNITY EDITOR

The Arcata Community Recycling Center is looking toward
the 21st century, and

what

ACRC

it

sees is a big new building ... and
lots of glass tiles.

If the ACRC can meet its goal

of raising $70,000 from the com-

munity by the end of October, it

will start an expansion

could give several d

that

back

to the community.
One possible way would be
that use reattracting industries
tiles
tomakecolored
cycled glass
for things such as counter
one of the ACRC’s
Ray Barratt,
board of directors, said the
grants over the
ACRC obtained
them to
years that
Py tet research.
The ACRC. did —_— on
ucts are
what kind of
marketable, - what kind of
made from
productscanbe
00
t
material,
e learned that one of the

profit

is the area of giass tiles,” Barratt
said at the fund drive kickoffon

to show his support as
breakfast

places that there isa market hole

would become the

home base of recycling for five
counties — Humboldt, Del
Norte, Trinity, Siskiyou and
northern Mendocino.
Wesley Chesebro, one of the
founding fathers of the ACRC,
came from Sacramento—
where
he is currently vice-chair of the
California Integrated Waste
eaejarereeeninranenmnrescentl
JEN FONAVEYTHE LUMBERJACK

SOURCE: Arcata Community Reoycing Center

Sept.

13.

!

e said one of the things the

ACRC has done is form a for

ACRC

the
tion (of which

be part owner) to

glass tiles from the
manufacture

“This will be pet only on oe

portunity
to reuse glass, it v

also

community,”

and jobs to the
profits

Barratt said.

Dan Hauser,Dat the kickoff
also
Arcata, was

in Arcata.
a long-time
t goals has
“One of our
been toestablish
markets for this
material,” Hauser said in an in-

terview with The Lumberjack

Hauser said glass is the most
difficult
of all materials to reHe said a deterrent has been

that “the cost of
rin dollars of making glass from its raw
material is much cheaper than
ing down
old glass.”
Hauser said “there's some ar-

nt that even in reusing the
bottles, the energy cost of clean-

‘inga bottle is higher than mak7) new bottle.”

said

into account

aren't taking
landfill costs

——
“The
greatest thing about m

job is thatlg to go Let nenaien
the state and look at all the recycling things that are going on,
and it is real inspiring because
recycling is taking place virtuvirtu —

ally everywhere in California
now,” he said. “In several ways

and the disposal costs, as well as
the environmental costs.
“Having local craftspeople

Arcata’s methods remain
unique, something to be very,
very
of.

really critical,” Hauser said.

man,

that will utilize recycled glass is
is getting the money to
expansion get underway.

.

re

the ACRC has been

See Recycling,
page 16
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Misconduct: review board possible solution
° Continued from page 13

However, in July 1990, four

it often goes unrecorded,
Huskey said.
In addition to signing the
“penalty of
perjury
clause,” on
the Sheriff's Department complaint form, individuals
are also
“intimidated” by going into a
private room withan
and
“made to feel like their claim
will not goany further,”
she said.
Oncein the room, the internal
investigator encourages the individual to resolve the conflict
with the offending officer,
Huskey said.
When the individual agrees
to drop the investigation, “the
complaints are never written
down or recorded,” she said.
Further complicating the
lack of concrete
Statistics is the

fact that nu-

merous cases
are settled out
of court “with
undisclosed
amounts
settlement un-

Redwood Summer protesters
settled out of court with the
county for $100,000.
. The protesters, who were arrested for trespassing, would not
reveal their names and were
subsequently booked into jail.
The protesters’ heads were
shaved to remove the threat of
liceinfestation,althoughnomedi-

cal personnel ever examined the
protesters’ heads
for lice.
Correctional Officers Martin
Sintic, Rod Folkman

Figas were accused of violating
the protesters’ constitutional

rights.
In addition to the $100,000
settlement, Harris and

partment pro-

we're lily white

100 percent of
of the time.”

der strict gag
Huskey said.

Inthe last five

years,

TOM HEILMANN
Humboldt County Undersheriff

there

have been 22 cases of miscon-

duct, ranging from warrant vio-

ACLU

attorneys succeeded in obtaining an injunction against the
Sheriff’s De-

“| CQn’t say

orders,”

and Lee

breaking
the leg of an inmatein
December 1987. The county
settled out of court for $45,000.

In November 1987, Sintic and
Officer Rick Demmick were accused of beating an inmate to the
point that he required emergency surgery for
separate
ernias. The county settled out
of court for $151,000.
Although Sintic, the son of a
retired Sheriff's Department captain, was involved in all three
cases, his one-year mandatory
probation after becoming a correctional officer was only extended a couple of months.
“It’s hard to get people to believe it will be a fair and ad-

crime, effect a lawful arrest, pre-

vent an escape
from custody,
defend himself froma third person or from what he believes to
be the imminent use of physical
force.”
Deadly physical force “is permissible only when (a police officer) reasonably believes there
isimminent
use of deadly physi-

cal force to himself or a third

equate review process when it’s
all internal,” Huskey said.

person,” she said.

Humboldt
sheriff Tom
“Founded or
cases are kept

are

County UnderHeilmann said,
unfounded, all
under lock and

Most cases of excessive force
of overreacting,

a result

Heilmann

said, adding

“Officers are trained to put up
witha lot, butit wears on them

key and on hold for five years
and then destroyed.
“We don’t like to settle anything out of court if we are in the

and

have

already

right,” Heilmann said, “because

reach this saturation point,” he

prescribed the
use of a lice
shampoo and
shaving is the
only treatment

we don’t want people nickel and
diming us to death.
“If we're right, we will fight
everything,” he said.
Heilmann said after a complaintis determined to be of valid

left.
In that case, the shaving must
be prescribed by a medical doc-

concern, the investigation pro-

lation to excessive force, settled
out of court, said Tamara Falor,

tor.

assistant county counsel.
Claim settlements for that pe-

Other out-of-court settlements
that conflict with the county

white 100 percent of the time,”

riod are estimated
Falor said.

ing the last five years include a
case involving Sintic allegedly

counsel's estimated amount dur-

he said. “There have been cases
of excessive force used.”
When

charges

of excessive

they absorb as much

said. “If we see it coming, we
suggest time off or cofelingg*
Adequate training and staffing levels are two factors that
may remedy the problem,
Huskey said.
“No doubt they are in a tough
occupation and deal with outof-control people,” she said,
“and their stress level is high.”
“Nevertheless, they chose this
profession,” Huskey said, “and

they need to work within reasonable boundaries.”
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Student files
claim against
Sheriff's Dept.
By David Courtland
LUMBERJACK

An HSU student filed a personal injuries claim against the
Humboldt County Sheriff’s Department, alleging that he was
assaulted by three correctional
officers at the Humboldt County
jail following a May 12 arrest.

Juan Padilla, a sociology junior who lives in Arcata, was diagnosed witha“ hangman's fracture” in his neck after his release
from the jail.
The broken neck required him
to wear a brace for three months,

preventing him from turning his
head. Padilla said he still suffers
from headaches and vomiting
caused by the injury.
“Iwas unable to touch my wife
or hold my daughter, who was
four months

old at the time,”

Padilla said. “It was traumatic;
I’ve never been injured like that

before.”
The Sheriff’s Department had
nocomment on the incident, citing pending litigation.
Padilla and his attorney,
Clayton R. Janssen, also declined
to discuss specific details of the
incident, but acknowledged
Padilla was brought to the jail
after being arrested by a California Highway Patrol officer.
“Our contention is basically
that he (arrived) in good physical condition,and when he came
out five minutes later he had a

hangman’s fracture,” said
Janssen. “He was. obviously
physically assaulted by correctional officers.”
Padilla — who weighs only
105 pounds — said the beating is
particularly hard to understand
since he was cooperative with
the arresting CHP officer as well
as with correctional officers in

f
W

as

they can take and then blow
off steam.”
“We don’t like to see them

al],

FOR CASUAL ec

that

hibiting
the
shaving of an
inmate’s hair
unless health
service workers

cess is “handled just like any
other criminal case.”
“I can’t say that we are lily

at $41,500,

force are brought to the
de
ent’sattenti
“weon,
take
care of it,” Heilmann said.
Huskey said the ACLU believes that excessive force is tolerated only under conditions in
which a police officer believes it
“necessary to stop an ongoing

French Roast Coffee

the jail.

$5.00 per pound
with this coupon
expires 9/30/93
Humboldt Bay

Coffee Company
Here at The Lumberjack,

we believe that everyone
should try to make this
planet a cleaner and more
beautiful place. That's why
we use recycled newspaper and biodegradable ink.
Both The Lumberjack and
its inserts are recyclable,
80, please, even if you
don't agree with us, don't

__-trash us.
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County supervisor says review
board could help Sheriff's Dept.
u

Calls for a county civilian review board to investigate
charges
of police misconduct have met
resistance
— but more public involvement will result from in-

creased public awareness.

A proposal for a review board
with the power to investigate
specific complaints was made to
the Board of Supervisorslast year
by Christina

the American
Civil Liberties
Union police relations committee.
An “intimidating,” inad-

equate

com-

Huskey, chair of

miscond uct.
Supervisor Julie Fulkerson
said a review board with investigative power would be
good for the Sheriff’s Department as well as citizens, perhaps dispersing the “pall”
hanging over the department.
“T feel we definitely need to
havea good, strong review,” she
said.
However, Fulkerson said doing such investigations would
need theassistance of legal counsel S24 oe staff. ‘
“It’s a
touchy,” she
said. “We ag A not fave the
funds.”
Having handed the question
over to the grand jury, Fulkerson
doubts the board will want to
wrestle with the issue in the fu-

committee.

he function of the committee would be to get community

, and

peu
[{(S3)e
P™"Ty

=|

input

advise

| the Sheriff's

Department

on ways to al-

POLICE

MISCONDUCT

plaint process
by the Sheriff’s Department
makes a powerful review board
necessary, Huskey said.
“We think that given thecomplaintswe have received ... there
is absolutely a need for some
kind of review system,” she said.
Sheriff David Renner disagreed, reporting tothe supervisors that many agencies already
investigate police practices.
He said a review board would

Monday’s
quake
kills two

leviate
cerns.

on the committee, to be selected by the
Board of Supervisors, will not

Huskey said although the ad-

pletely satisfactory, it could be
effective if certain requirements
are made.

“If they make a recommendation to Renner, he needs to respond in some way,” she said.
“That (response) should be re-

viewed by the Board of Supervi-
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the car with him, was uninjured.

Klamath Falls died of an apparent heart attack. Her son
said she had been frightened
by the house’s nat,
A bridge crossing the Klamath
River was closed
for repairs
Tuesday.
HSU professor
Bud Burke said
the earthquake was picked up
on the campus seismograph.
The quake, which struck at 8:29
p-m., was followed by aftershocks at 10:46 and 11:15 p.m.
The aftershocks measured 5.9

the footbridge

visory committee is not com-

weaker committee was recommended. over a review board
because complaints it investigated “did not establish a pattern of physical abuse or wanton disregard for the civil rights
for the citizenry,” and because
the grand jury itself has author-

D- ax
a=

Anearthquake registering 5.9

( over

ture.

carry out investigations.
The grand jury reported the

LUMBERJACK STAFF

on the Richter scale rocked the
Klamath Falls, Ore. region, resultingin two deaths,
power outages and shattered windows
Monday.
The Humboldt Earthquake
Hotline reported that the
temblors shook loose a 14foot boulder which fell on a
car on U. S. Highway 97, killing Kenneth Campbell of
Phoenix, Az.
His wife, who was riding in

con-

The citizens

By Pat Kelley
.

ity to investigate complaints of

be a useless expense, as state
law would prohibit access to
information needed for a complete investigation.
“That’s just inaccurate,”
Huskey said in a recent interview. “It’s legally wrong.”
On the recommendation of
the 1992-93 grand jury, the
Board of Supervisors voted instead to form a citizens’ advi-
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Recycling center:
from humble start
to new expansion

© Continued
from page 13
could continue to “be a model of

whatis possible with the kind of
support that we have received
from... the community as we
move forward into this next period of our expansion and our
modernization for the 21st cen-

By TeriCamicelll

Boyd said the board has been
working on this project for five
years, and that “it’s just a wonderful eae to know the whole
thing : is really coming together
now.”

COMMUNITYEi

It wasn’t so long ago that
the Arcata Community Recycling Center was merely a
cardboard box and a lot of
dreams for the future.
“A few far-sighted individu-

Future plans

als nearly a quarter ofacentury
ago founded the ACRC,” said
Ray Barratt, one of the ACRC
board of directors.

“If we can raise the money
that we want to raise within the
community, every dollar that we
raise here will get us $8 from
outside the community,” said

“Our community recycling
center is the longest continu-

Kate Krebbs, executive director

ously operating rural recycling center in the United

of the ACRC.
The ACRC’s final financial
goal, incorporating grants and
loans with local donations, is

States, something that we can

all be proud of,” Barratt said
ata

$585,000. Krebbs said the possi-

Sacramento, was one of the

ACRC’s founding fathers.

MER! THOMPSON/THE LUMBERJACK

John Robinson, an ACRC employee, breaks down cardboard to
load into “The Pig,” a cardboard-crushing truck that “eats” five

to six loads,one-half ton each, of cardboard three days a week.

“There’s plenty of room for us

she said. “We won’t have you

funnel materials within our pro-

coming in and dropping off your

cessing

recycleables dodging

Krebbs said.

pot,” she said.
“The part that ... I can’t emphasize enough is the development of the local markets,” she
said. “The fact of the matter is,
the value of the materials is always eaten up with the transportation costs.

c---------

(them), T

Money matters

Krebbs said
ceived a grant
the Materials
Foundation, a

the ACRC has refor $45,000 from
for the Future
Bay Area organi-

zation that —— ly funds recycling and remanufacturing
projects.

She said they also received a
grant for $5,000 from the Tides
Foundation, a small group from
the Bay Area. Thegrant was used
as seed money for things like
putting together information
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ner, was located in the vacant
lot next to Adventure’s Edge

“We were a

bunch of scruffy
hippies with a

times and a tough location, .

the Arcata recycling center
has had to develop some real
“ ue approaches,” he said.
Chesebro said some of the
approaches include doing
without the convenient, but

expensive, curb-side recycling programs and restricting the materials tHe center

bunch of card-

accepts, such as tin cans.
“It’s been a good survival
tactic,” he said.

board boxes
and borrowed
trucks.”

Chesebroalso attributes the

success of the ACRC to the
“tremendous community
support.”

WESLEY CHESEBRO
Co-founder of the Arcata

Community Recycling Center

“It’s not the Arcata Recycling Center, it’s the Arcata
Community Recycling Center,” he said.

Hoses are gray, violets are black. Is just not the
same without color, is it?

winltpal

LACES

99¢

apa Raa

Tes ww @

yard into a huge reusables de-

into

Assemblyman Dan Hauser,
D-Arcata, said the first center,
barring boxes on a street cor-

THPESTRY

LING + S1LK> WROL - RAYON
Cofrend iKaTs
BuTTons + FornweaR

COLOR COPIES

Pass Amen

anymore or covering your ears
as the glass crushers operate.”
Krebbs said those kind of operations would be moved across
the street to the new site.
“We hope to turn our back-

center

ner,” he said.

Chesebro said one of the
biggest obstacles was, and is,
the cost of shipping the recycled materials tosomeplace
where they can be sold.
In the ACRC’s case, that
distant location is Emeryville,
300 miles southeast.
“As a result of being born
and bred in hard economic

0

forklifts

packets for the fund drive and
beginning negotiations for the
adjacent property.
Chesebro is currently in contact with several state agencies
with the hope that he can draw
their support for the expansion.
The ACRC is anticipating a
$285,000 loan from the. California Waste Management Board.
Krebbs said the ACRC will
announce next month what the
state agencies’ contributions
will
be, which she said are dependent on how close they come to
_their fundraising goals.
“It’s definitely a partnership
between foundations, stateagencies and our local community to
make this happen,” she said.

“If we can develop local markets here, we would beable to

“We werea bunch of scruffy
hippies ... with a bunch of
cardboard boxes and borrowed trucks on a street cor-

North Coast.”

I

to expand for the next 20 years
within that piece of property,”

(nas compen

other.

Waste Management Board in
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two sites far away from each

breakfast

Wee
esley Chesebro, vice-chair
of the California Integrated

NEXT
F TORCANSE
x

bilities would be “really endless”
if ad oal is reached.
Krebbssaid ACRC iscurrently
in final negotiations with the
adjacent property.
“We were lucky enough to get
a dreami sight that is across the
street from where we are now,”
she said.
“That will cut down on all of
the management kinds of issues
that come up when you have

Oe

and across from the former
Greyhound depot.
“(Chesebro) set it up, and
the rest of us were involved
in it,” Hauser said.
“I have had the chance to
participate in just about every si
t milestone for
the recycling center, (like) the
day we opened and the several fund drives and birthday parties,” said Chesebro,
who spoke at the breakfast.
“In a lot of communities
it’s a struggle to get the public to participate, even at a
minimum level,” he said.
“What makes the Arcata
recycling center different is
that this community ignored
all the obstacles and all the
odds against being able to
successfully recycle on the
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Police brutality is nota unique
act of violence, according to a
Los Angeles Police Division psy-

ln

menor

chologist.

“It’s the power of the situation” that makes an individual
impose such cruelty on another
person, said Warren Gaypen,
who teaches human relations at
the Los Angeles Police Academy, in a telephone interview.
“When you put people in uniforms you take away their indi-

WE FIGURED
YOUR PARENTS
ALREADY
GAVE YOU
A TOASTER.

vidual identity,” said Gaypen,

who hasbeen
with the LAPD for

six years and wasa military psychologist for 20 years.
“Once that’s taken away the
individual may hide behind that
uniform,” Gaypen said.
His philosophy originates
from the work of Philip
Zimbardo, whoin the early 1970s

conducted the Stanford Prison

Study.
Zimbardo created a prison
scene in the basement of the
Stanford psychology department and had “perfectly normal” college studentsact therole
of prisoners and guards. Thestudents dressed in costumes to
‘portray their roles and the
guards, along with their uni-

forms were given night sticks.
In a documentary about the
Stanford Prison Study, “Discovering Psychology,” Zimbardo
said, “The illusion became the
reality, nice boys became brutal
guards, the prisoners became
zombie-like, but no one said, ‘I
quit the experiment.’”
“Even forgot! was an experimenter and acted like a prison
warden,” he said.
What was supposed to be a
two-week study, lasted only six
days because Zimbardo lostcontrol of the experiment and the
students started to believe they
were actually thecharactersthey
were
,
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Student sues
Seeks damages from Arcata, officers involved in February incident
A

lived in the Messer-Mayssonett
household.
;
During the course of the visit,
Betina claimed that Mayssonett
hadsl
her. She would later
admit
that she had made up the
claim.
“I went in to pick up the kids

visit to his wife

turned into a

nightmare for Al
Mayssonett.

and Bonnie (Messer) informed

By Russ Williams
TAKS

An HSU student did not expect to be restrained, sedated
and sent to a mental health facil-

ity when he took his children to
visit their mother
in the hospital.
According to forestry sophomore Al Mayssonett, that’s exactly what happened to him at
Mad River Community Hospital on Feb. 19, 1992.
Mayssonett took his stepdaughter Betina, then age 12,and
his 6-year-old daughter Diana
to visit their mother Bonnie
Messer in the intensive care unit
of the hospital.
Mayssonettand Messer,at that
time, were common law hus-

band and wife. Both children

me that she was
going to keep

the

kids,”

Bay

Mayssonett
said. “I figured
that it was the
drugs that were
talking.”
Court records
indicate Messer was sedated at
the time of the visit.
“She was talking about putting the kids in a foster home,”

Mayssonett said.
After a brief argument Messer
and Mayssonett agreed that the
children could stay with longtime friend Luke Petriccione.
Petriccione, then HSU Veterans Upward Bound director and
current Montana Veterans Up-

ward Bound director, wascalled
to pick up the children.
Mayssonett
suffers from acondition known as post traumatic
stress disorder, commonly referred to as “shell-shock,” from
combat service in the Marine
Corps during the Vietnam war.
According tocourt documents
filed byStephen
1 Phipps,

| Mayssonett’sat| torney,

some-

one at the hospital called the
Arcata Police
Department to
reporta “hostile
visitor” and told the police of his
PTSD condition.
Petriccione arrived at the hospital
and
walked
with
Mayssonett to the parking lot,
assuring him that the children
would be safe.
Mayssonett returned to the
hospital waiting room to say
goodbye to the children as they
left.
Mayssonett said he was read-

ing and watching television “quiety” when Arcata Police
Officers David Christy and Martin
Bence entered the waiting room.
“All of a sudden I notice one
cop on my right and one cop on
my left,” Mayssonett said.
“Officer Christy said ‘We have
to talk.’ He didn’t ask my name,
he didn’t identify himself and he
didn’t indicate what he wanted
to talk about,” Mayssonett said.
Gary Johnson, an acquaintance
of Mayssonett’s from Marine
Corps League functions, witnessed the event.
“I heard Al (Mayssonett) say
something about going outside
to smoke a cigarette, and he got
up to leave,” Johnson

said. “I

saw him get into the doorway
and a couple of police officers
grabbed him.”
Johnson said Mayssonett
pleaded with the police and
shrugged free and then they
grabbed hima second time “really hard.”
“The second time they

Johnson said. “He was talking

about not going back to the cage
and speaking in Vietnamese. It

was
obvious that they had triggered something in him.”
“There was a little scuffle and
they had him pinned up against
the wall,” Johnson ad. “Two

more copsarrived and they both
had their clubs out.”
At the request of Mayssonett,
Johnson went outside to get
Petriccione.
“When I returned he had been
sedated and was —r
toa
gurney,” Johnson said.
“Once the PTSD episode happened they (the police) did what
they had to do, but. they triggered it in the first place,”
Johnson said. “If they would
have treated him like a civil human being, noneof it would have
happened.”
Both Petriccione and Johnson

indicated in interviews that before the restraint Mayssonett had
not been belligerent or overly

grabbed

him he had a PTSD flashback,”

See Student, page 19
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Fair game for fun
The 20th Annual North Country Fair brought a variety of food, wares and
entertainment to the Plaza last weekend. Left, two members of the Basha, Jesuk
and Friends belly-dancing group confer during a break in thelr perfomance. Eric
Hartry, below, sees if hemp hats are his style.
The fair provides an opportunity every year for local craftspeople to market
their often hand-made products to the public. A mint-version of the fair is at home
on the Art Quad on the HSU campus.
PHOTOS BY DEVANIE

ANDERSON/THE
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Student: ‘violence causes flashbacks of Vietnam war
| aggressive in their presence.
“He was just sitting there,
minding his own business,”

with Thorazine and transported
by ambulance to Sempervirens
mental facility. He was released
the following morning.
Mayssonett suffered
torn tendons and muscles in the right

Johnson said. “There were no

and left shoulders, dislocated

words between he and the police officers for the first two minutes they were there.”
Mayssonett had been sedated

shoulders, continuing lower back
pain, night sweats and a recurrence of PTSD.
On March 4, 1992, the Arcata

© Continued from page 18

Police Department filed charges
of felony child abuse and child
abuse against Mayssonett which
were later dropped.
Mayssonnet said he received
a bill from Mad River Hospital
for over $700, an ambulance bill
for $182 and a bill from
Sempervirens for $312.
“I went down to the Arcata
Police Department and I said,

‘All [want is an apology and for
you guys to pay these bills,’” he
said. “I was told that I deserved
whatI got, that thecity was inno
way responsible.”
Mayssonett and Phipps are
suing

the City of Arcata, Offic-

ers Christy and Bence and Arcata
Chief of Police Melvin Brown
for false imprisonment for general damages of $50,000and spe-

cial damages.
“I think that the way policing
has changed over the past 15
years is shameful,” Phipps said.
“Our former laid-back police are
adapting big-city strong-arm
niques.”
He declined further comment

on the case. Brown alsodeclined
comment for the police, citing
pending litigation.
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Police departments have standard methods —
for handling complaints of police misconduct
®@ Arcata’s police
Chief says his
department has no
history of brutality.
By Russ Williams
and David Courtland
UUMBERJACK
STAFF
—SOSC~—~—~S
Although

Arcata, Blue Lake

and Eureka police departments
receive few complaints of police
misconduct, there are established guidelines for filing complaints.
Complaints against APD officers can be accepted by any
member of the de
ent.
If the matter cannot be settled
by the shift watch commander
and a person insists on filing a
complaint, they are given a
Citizen’s Personnel Complaint

Form with a confidential return Brown. “I report to the city manenvelope directed to the chief of ager and the city manager repolice.
ports to the City Council.”
If the complaint requires im“We don’t have a separate
mediate action, the police lieu- entity like the big cities — like
tenant or police chief is notified Los Angeles,” Brownsaid. “That
and a superviwas a topic of
sor is then asgreat discussigned to invession over the
tigate the comlast couple of
plaint.
ee
a
The investi- POLICE
members of the
tion must be
American Civil
completed
MISCONDUCT
Liberties
within 30 days
~
Union,”
he
unless the policechiefobtainsan

extension, citing serious and
compelling reasons.
The report is forwarded tothe
police lieutenant, who reviews
the findings and recommends
appropriate action, carried out
by the police chief.
“There is a civijian review
board — the City Council,” said
Arcata Police Chief Melvin

said, referring

to the

1992-93

grand jury report which determined that a civilian review
board was not necessary.
§ “This department has never
hadapattern, practice or history
of brutality,” Brown said.
“I've been here for 21 years
and I don’t really see where the
Rodney King issue has made any
impact on how the department

operates,” Brown said, adding
that it has, however, made an

impact on public awareness.
rown said the department's
officers go through extensive
training before working on the
force.
City officials in Eureka and
Blue Lake also said there has
never been a compelling reason
to form police review boards in
their communities.

Blue Lake does not havea po-

lice review board, but formed a__
Public nee Committeeearlier
this year following charges that
its police department hadn’t
properly investigated thedisaparance of teenager Curtis
untzinger in 1990.
Conventional complaints are
handled by Blue
Lake’s police
department, unless they are specifically about the police chief.
In that case they are referred to
the committee and then to the

City Council.
Blue Lake

City

Council-

member Tom Sheets, who also

chairs the committee, said seri-

ous complaints are referred to

the District Attorney’s office or
the state’s Justice
rtment.
Eureka City Councilmember
Jim Worthen

said the closest

thing to a police review board
the city hasever had wasa “blueribbon panel” that scrutinized:

-+the department's spending pri-

orities.
| Butthecity
has never received
enough pe
eo en to justify a
review board, Worthen said.
| “Whenthereisn’ta problem to
solve you don’t need a problemsolving commission,” said the
12-year veteran of the council.
“We've had occasional comere about things like entering
ildings without a warrant, but
Icouldcount the number of those
on one hand,” Worthen said.

Northwest forestry plan first try at ‘ecosystem management’
li President Clinton's Option Nine attempts to find a
balance between the needs of environmentalists
and those representing the timber industry.
By Dirk Rabdau
EDITOR
IN CHIEF

President Clinton’s plan for Northwest
forests has satisfied few people on either
side of the timber war.
Option Nine, the preference of the

Clinton administration, represents a significant shift in policy

regarding 22 mil-

lion acres of federal land encompassing

Northern California, western Oregon and

Washington.
The plan cuts timber harvests on federal land by 75 percent while pumping
more than $270 million per year subsi-

dies spread out over five years into timber-dependent communities.
Clinton called for a comprehensive environmental, economic and social plan at

the Portland forest summit in July. Representatives of timber interests met with

environmentalists and scientists to dis-

cuss the resolution of the long-protracted
timber battle over Northwest forests.
These legal battles have resulted in in-

junctions blocking most federal timber
sales since 1989.
Both the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals and U.S. District Judge William
Dwyer in Seattle have ruled that federal

agencies were in violation of the Endangered Species Act, National Environmental Policy Act and the National Forest
Management Act in the late 1980s. The
courts ruled these agencies, including the U.S.
Forest Service and Bu‘reau of Land Management, did not uphold the
laws regarding the pro-

tection of endangered
and threatened species.
The Clinton administration asked the courts to lift their injunctions based on the proposed Option
Nine plan.
A 90-day comment period on the draft
supplemental

environmental

impact

statement ends in late October.
The DSEIS explains the 10 different
options.

The plan reduces timber harvests to 1.2
billion board feet per year over the next
decade, down from peak levels in the
1980s of approximately 4 billion board
feet per year,
According to the report of the forest ecosystem managementassessment team, 6.7 million
acres of protective reserves will beestablished
forthe threatened northern spotted owl and
other species.
Environmentalists are furious that logging, mostly of dead and dying trees as
well as some thinning of live trees, is
permitted within the proposed reserves.
Proponents of the plan point to its flex-

See Plan, page 21
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Small timber’s last stand?
For one business
owner, the best days
are behind him.
By Dirk Rabdau
EQITORINCHIEF
==

The worst days for small redwood mill owners could be just
ahead.

Budweiser.
BEERS,

For one of the smallest mills
- onthe North Coast, it has been a

Bo ihe of nae

a Takei

ANNA MOORE/PHOTO EDITOR

riches-to-rags story.
Augustine Rocha, owner of
A. RochaCo. on West End Road,
enjoyed his best year ever two
oe ago. With a six man crew,
Acey oa than $1 million in
sales.
Last year, sales dropped
by more than half, forcing Rocha
to lay off two employees.
In operation since 1978,
Rocha’s mill concentrates on
high-grade redwood products
used in paneling and fencing

Craig Chamberiain milis wood A. Rocha Co., one of the smatiest
milis in Humboldt County, in operation since 1978.

See Timber, page 22

Plan: timber sales cut 75 percent

Hie

evergreen forests, and 100 years . optimize both it may fail both,”
¢ Continued from page 20
for hardwood forests.
he said.
The FEMAT report deals with
As part of Option Nine, scienthe survival rate of species comibility, which attempts “ecosystists designated 10 adaptive manmonly associated with oldtem management,” as a radical
agement areas to develop and
growth forests over the next 100
departure from standard fortest different approaches “to
years.
estry practices.
achieving desired ecological, ecoTeams of scientists assigned
Prior to Option Nine, most
nomic and other social objecpercentages to four probable
management plans were based
tives.”
outcomes after 100 years, rangon single-species, not ecosystem
These AMAs range from
ing from extinction to well-disresearch.
84,000 to 400,000 acres. The clos“Everything we have been . tributed.
est is the Hayfork AMAinnorthScientists estimated that for
doing up to now has been based
west California.
approximately
95
percent
of
the
on bad science and technique,”
The plan also attempts to coor- :
species, little or no data was
said HSU forestry professor Dale
dinate the six different federal
available. Many of those species
Thornburgh.
agencies that manage federal forwere then grouped and assessed.
Thornburgh, who served on
est lands in the Pacific NorthOption One, the preference of westand Northern California. In
the old-growth assessment team,
environmentalists, would retain
said most options were rated
the past, confusion and conflict
almost all 350 species, but >
“pretty low” compared to Ophave characterized multi-agency
tion
Nine
would
potentially
tion Nine.
plans.
eliminate 100 species.
“We can manage a forest for
Barry Mulner, head of the forAlan Franklin, an HSU associtrees or an owl but we don’t
est ecosystem office at the U.S.
ate whoworks through the Humknow how to manage the whole
Fish and Wildlife Service, said in.
boldt
Foundation,
a
non-profit
forest ecosystem,” he said.
a telephone interview
from Portorganization that administers
land that it will take about two
“That spotted owls are an ingrants, served onthe assessment
years before the plan is fully
dicator is not correct. It’s based
team for the spotted owl.
implemented.
on bad science,” he said.
In a telephone interview from
In charge of coordinating the
Because so little is known
Willow Creek, Franklin said the
different federal agencies,
about ecosystem management,
assessment process was seriMulner said one of the bi
Thornburgh said spotted owls
ously
flawed.
—
is establishing clear
are dubbed “indicator species”
He
said
assignin
ig
es of communication between
because they are found in oldto predict the viability of species
the agencies.
growth forests.
was more often a reflection of
Mulner said the option serves
The Option Nine area is comwhether
the
scientist
was
liberal
prised mostly of Western Douas an rudimentary outline for
or conservative in outlook than
what action to take. He said flexglas Fir, used primarily in con_ of the available data.
ibility within the plan will allow
struction. Scientists estimate a
He also said time —.or lack
scientists to make the
proximately 10 percent of
thereof — played a significant
adjustments
over the lifetime of
trees in the region are oldrole in the process.
owth.
“I spent a total one day, eight
e
Nine plan is exStill, the proposed plan uses
hours,
on
the
spotted
owl.
That's
pected
to
be
fought
over in both
single-species research, primait,”
he
said.
Congress and the courts. Key elspotted owl, marbled
rilyon
murrelet and fish as part of a jae ot to the fet we it ements of the plan are subject to
own togroupsof species;
Congressi
approval, includ“united reserve” approach.
ebopla
Wecen'tinbeainas
while
ing
a
$1.2
billion
stimulus packAccordingto the environmenday
ts
20
to
30
minutes
on
a
tal impact statement, key waterspecies,” he said.
. addition,
the timber indussheds would be protected. by
Franklin said the plan tries to try has filed three lawsuits over
buffer zones
from 100 to
do too much, too
:
gg! peal
300 feet on each side, or in some
“One
of
the
lems
is
you
timber ind
cases greater.
are trying to optimize the eco- pe
ey 20,000 and
In California,
the plan requires
t from
the US. forLa Tie Cluuce waa
the retentionof 15
t of the nomic
ssw
eepinga
divert
i
ee
volume of each cutting unit, plus
species.
Option
Nine
attempts
the use of 180-year harvest rotato do that. But while trying to
tions for cone bearing and mixed
———
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Car theft, vandalism on the rise in Arcata |

° Continued from page 21

@ Thefts from the

projects.

interiors of cars
have doubled.

“I think down the road aways
there willbe timber again, but in
the meantimea lot of
people like
myself will be out of business,”
Rocha said.
Rocha, 58, is caught between
rising costs of quality wood and
an inconsistent supply of the
high-grade timber he needs.
“The
prices are just obscene. I
feel. guilty when I have to quote
somebody,” he said.
For example, B-grade wood
that costs $450 per 1000 board

By John Coxford
Crime involving automobilesis rising dramaticallyin
Arcata, police department
Statistics show.
In the period of JanuaryJune 1993, 22 carswere stolen,

compared with 13 cars for the
same period in 1992. Theft

feet a year and a half ago now is

from cars increased as well.
There were65 incidentsin the
first six months of 1992, and
147inthesame period in 1993.
“You're not talking about
a lot of cars, but you’re talking about a significant increase,” said Arcata Police
Chief Mel Brown.
Property lost from cars in

$725. High-grade heart woods, a
staple of his mill, now cost in
=
of $1000 per 1000 board
t.

At the same time, Rocha said

the grades of redwood

have

slipped in quality because fewer

old-growth trees are available.
Instead, mills harvest smaller,
younger trees that do not contain as much high-quality heart
wood.

Hesaid even though heart redwood is still in high demand by
his customers, he’s run out and
the supply is inconsistent. This

cost his business one customer
from Texas
who bought between
three to three and a half truckloads of finished products from
him per day.
“It hurts a lot to see that business go elsewhere,” he said.
While most of his clients are
local, he does business in Hawaii, the Bay Area and Arizona.
But unlike many involved in
the industry, Rocha isn’t quick
to blame environmentalists for
all of his problems.
He said timber companies are
partially to blame because of bad
management policiesin the past,
but the environmentalists do
demand too much. He would
prefer both sides to reach an
agreement to allow people “to
keep their dignity, keep working and keep paying taxes.”
“I’m concerned about my em-

ployees,” Rocha said, “I don’t
want just to close down and tell
them to go home. You know,
They’ve been with me. I have an

obligation.
“I was figuring at the end of
my career I was going to have a
nice business,”

The Lumberjack

the first six months of 1993
amounted to $178,407. In the
same period for 1992, the amount
was $124,209.
“(Crime) is dependent upon a
whole wide variety of things,”
Brown said. “It’s dependent on
the weather, the economy, how
effective our patrol people are.
...It’s difficult to
point to any
one thing and say,
“Thisis what's
causing auto theft.”
The number of cases involving
malicious mischief, which includes graffiti and other intentional property damage, has also
risen significantlyin the past year.
There were 102 cases for the
January-June period in 1992, and
133 for the same period in 1993.

Brown said felony drug arrests and grand thefts are also
on the rise.

“Our total calls for service are
way up over past years, and
we've got the same number of
(patrol) people, so we're able to

do less preventative
things
when ere out taking’ all those
reports,” he said.
On the bright side, Brown said
lice have recovered more stoen property in the first six
months of 1993 than in the same
period of 1992.
Though Arcata may not have
car theft problems on the scale of
Los Angeles, Brown said car
owners should take precautions
as they would in any big city.
Since most of the thefts are
committed by juveniles who go
from car to car, checking for unlocked doors, car owners should
remember to lock their doors,
Brown said, adding,“
If you have
a car alarm, advertise the fact.”
“Try not to park in out-of-theway, secluded places,” he said.
“If someone's going tocommit a
theft, they’re going to look for
the easiest victim in a group.”

Geoff Hales, a geology senior,
lost his skateboard, some speak-

ers, compact discs and his

driver’sside
window thissum-

mer when his Toyota fourwheel-drive truck
was broken
into near Arcata High School.

Hales’ neighborhood in

Sunny Brae has become
a fertile stalking-ground for
thieves. Each of histhree
roommates has been the victim of an automobile breakin,as have neighbors and visiting friends. The latest incident, in which a roommate’s
car was ransacked, occurred
only a week ago.
The
crime
activity
prompted the victims to take
preventative measures, in-

cluding the installation
motion-sensing lights.
“We're making sure
doors are locked, and that
don’t leave any valuables
side,” Hales said. “And
the neighbors are keeping
eye out for each other.”

Lit cigarette causes house to burn
By Julie Yamorsky
Cc

N

Six residents escaped unharmed after waking to an accidental fire which started from a
couch on their front porch early
Sunday morning.
The fire at 1717 H Street in
Arcata burned down power
lines, destroyed the top story of
the house and melted the outside of a car at 4:45 a.m.
“We're deeming it’s accidental,” said Assistant Fire Chief
Frank Tostie, “probably a cigarette.”

Forestry junior Larry Bowser,
one of the residents, said, “Just

by looking at the porch you can
tell it’s the darkest part. We think
someone crashed on the couch

and then left without putting
the cigarette out.”
Tostie said it took the Volunteer Fire Department less than
six minutes to respond to the
call from a neighbor and about
half an hour to get the fire under
control.
Engineering junior

Lanora

Pierce said waiting for the
firefighter to arrive “seemed like
an hour, but it probably wasn’t.
It just seemed like forever. We
just sat there and watched ev-

erything burn and there wasn’t
anything we could do but
watch.”
One firefighter received minor back and neck sprains when
parts of the second floor fell on
him.
The fire caused several

ower lines near the house to
urn down and hit the roof,
but after PG&E troubleman
Charlie Michna arrived he
agreed that the lines had not
caused the fire.
- “When the fire extended outside the porch it burned the
lines,” Tostie said.
“Most of the kids woke up to
electrical sounds, popping

noises.”

The flames were controlled
before becoming a threat to
nearby’ houses but Tostie said
people were evacuated asa “precautionary thing in case it got
away from us.”
Scott Winkler, one of the resi-

dents, said, “I woke up and the

room was kind of warm. It was
like the sun was really out. I

of

the
we
inall
an

-

opened my shades to the window and all I could see was
flames.
“It was very comfy. I could
have died. It could have enveloped me and I would have
died.”
The residents said they didn’t
hear the smoke alarms go off
until they were almost out of
the house.
All of the students said they
pian on staying
in school.
Most of the
e was contained to the top floor with little
smoke or water damage on the
first level.
The fire caused more than
$50,000 in damage.
Bowser said the owner plans
on keeping the foundation and
rebuilding the rest.

10% DISCOUNT
on purchases of accessories or repairs
(with Student ID.)

Rocha said. “I

UNIVEGA

would get top dollar for my business because it’s a nice ongoing
business and I could retire.
“At the end, it’s like a cruel
hoax,” he said.

-TREKusa
ARIDGESTONE

Instead he’s trying to set up a

Ba

deal where his foreman of two
years, Joe Lindgren, could buy
the business.

erry

EXPERT REPAIRS
FRIENDLY ADVICE
FIT KIT SERVICE

Lindgren, a Yurok Indian, re-

ceived a grant from the Bureau:
of Indian Affairs. He said he

oe

22

hopes to purchase the business
with the grant money and fi;

business, he only

wants to re-

turn “tobe proud thatit
is carrying on.”

OPEN
MON. - SAT.
10 -6

2811 F Street ¢ Eureka

4439861

ideleciebibdc

gave me,” Lindgren said.
Rocha said once he sells the

lia

“I want to keep the business
going. I want to give someone
the same opportunity Mr. Rocha

* sian

nancing.
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Department of Mental Health offers classes
which educate about suicide prevention
@ Signs of depression
are usually present, but
often not recognized.
By Amy Gittelsohn
CUMBERIACK STAFF

When people are not afraid to talk
about suicide, they’re better at preventing

it.

o learn how to do just that, about 250
people have taken a suicide intervention
workshop offered by the Humboldt
County Department of Mental Health.
Lillian Stodder, one of the instructors,
said educating people about suicide is
particularly important in Humboldt
County.
Data from the mental health a
ment, the Nation Center for Morbid Statistics and the county coroner’s office
show the county’s rates are high.
In 1990thecounty’ssuicide
rate reached
a peak — approximately 33 per 100,000
(38 people) — compared to 12.5 per

100,000 for the state. In 1991 those rates
were 13 per 100,000 for the county and
12.2 per 100,000 for the state.
Mental Health Director Joseph Krzesni
isn’t sure what caused the increase or the
decrease. Suicide rates are generally
srg with changes in the economy, he
sai

The intervention workshop focuses on
the more immediate
ion

Seornumres spare tame
' si

#
Lillian Stodder

“I think generally
there are signs — it’s
whether ornotthey’re
,” said Pat
Stolte, a nurse for Eureka City Schools.
Stolte also teaches the
workshop, offered
again in November.
Shehasused theskills

herself when counseling depressed students.
“You have something to fall back on,”
she said.

Stodder said depression is the most
important sign. Other signs may be a
sense of helplessness, poor sleep and
weight changes.
People also may send out little clues,
comments like, “Everyone would be bet“ off without me.”
If you pick up onsuch signs—be blunt,
Stodder said.
“The most important thing,” she said,
“is to be able to ask the
tion directly
. ‘Are your thinking about suicide?’”
That's the only way to begin to help,
Stodder said.
Although people are often concerned
that mentioning suicide will give a person the idea, research has shown that to

be untrue, she said. .
Instead, opening the subject is more
— to come as a relief.
peopie are suicidal, theya
ately want someone to be able to talk to
about it,” she said.
If the answer is yes, asking the right
questions can reveal how close someone
is to following through. In a situation

where thereis no suicide plan or
tion, Stodder said to listen and

aple

things

assis-

differ

Simple things
can make a great difference. A pet could make life watts living
again foran elderly
who has “lost
contact with life,”
;
oan
But if there isa
ing the details
will show how Le
ge danger is.
If the person says
he would use a gun, ask
oes
© ae
ee
ee
it, Stodder said.
Someone with a precise plan hae
t to
it out is a very hi
‘ck ote ame et high risk are prior
suicidal behavior or a family propensity
towards it and a lack of support.
Stodder said these are definite clues to
take action. Calling the crisis line at mental health
or 911 isthe
last step
if someone

is unwilling to get help, she said, even if

rson says not to tell anyone.
he question then is — are you willing tolosea
sea friend?” Stodder said. “Given
time, the person will find options... Eventually that person is very grateful.”
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Community

‘l’ Block Benefit

barbecue from 2-6 p.m. the sister city project and partly
Some of the bands performfrom the variety of music and
ing include: The Compost
foods available.
Mountain Boys, Arcata InterThis year’s event will provide
faith Gospel Choir, Samba Pafunds for a water project in
and the HSU
Camoapa, Nicaragua. Hand * rade, TheCelibates
wes
3 Band.
pumps will be installed in wells
Admission for adults is $2,
throughout the community, alseniors
and children under 12
lowing for easier access to water
and reducing the possibility of are free. More information is
contamination.
Currently the water is drawn

raises funds

for Arcata sister city
The Arcata/Camoapa Sister
City Project presents its Eighth

Annual “I” Block Benefit on Sun-

day.

The “Fiesta in the Street” has
become a popular event in
Arcata, partly for it’s support of

with a rope and bucket.
Funds raised will also be used
to continue the English as a Sec-

ond Language program, currently in its third year.

I Street will be closed to traffic
between Tenth and Eleventh
streets from 1-7 p.m. Food and

beverages will be available all
day, including local beers and a

available at 822-4213.

Creative writers
could win $500 in

poetry contest

contests and publishes six hardcover poetry anthologies each
year.
:
Poets may enter one poem
only, 20 lines or less, on any

subject in any style. The contest
closes Nov.

30, but

poets are

encouraged to send their work
as soon as possible.
Cash prizes totaling $1,000
will be awarded, including a
$500 grand prize.
Poems entered in the contest
will also be considered for pub-

lication in “Poetic Voices of
America,” a hardcover anthology to be published in June 1994.

Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum, .
Inc.,
Dept. L, 203 Diamond St.,
Sisterville, WV, 26175. _
Prize winners will be notified
by Jan. 31, 1994.
More information is available
at (304) 652-1449.

Low-cost flu shots
County health officials
encourage people 60 years and older to
take advantage of low-cost flu
shotclinics to protect themselves
from influenza this winter.
The Public Health Department
will offer its annual Influenza
Immunization Program with
clinics being offered throughout

Poems are now being accepted
for entry in Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum’s “Awards of Poetic

Anthology purchase may be required toensure publication,
but
it is not required to enter or win

the county

Excellence” contest.

the contest.
Poems should

at 445-6205.

SPF sponsors six free poetry

be sent to

beginning Oct. 18.

More information is available

eas
PAW

NSELOP

®
Buy °¢ Sell ¢ Trade
.Loans on anything of value.
315 F Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445°8332

—

ete
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS STUDENTS
Don’t forget... Philips offers
| youa 10% DISCOUNT* =|
on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.
| On the Arcata Plaza » 822-3155
Monday - Friday 9:30 am to 6pm

Saturday 9:30 am to Spm

|
|

|

“discount on cash/check sales only |

Student Checking With Summers Free.
Wells Fa rgo’s Student ATM Checking” is
just $4.50 per month when you do all your banking
at the ATM. You'll get three summer months free
for as long as you’re in school, unlimited checkwriting

with no

per-check c

,and access to

more
1700 Wells Fargo Express*ATMswithno
per-transaction fees. You can even open a savings

account free when you open yourcheckingaccount.

Free First Year Student Visa’

_Apply for our Student Visa Card and you can get
a $700 credit limit, with free membership for the
first year when you sign up for overdraft protecti
You'll also find sve. range of federal
~

student loans. In fact, nobody puts it all together

_for you like Wells Fargo. So drop by the bank
where you can choose
a plastic today—

and ask about our free t-shirt offer.

WELLS FARGO BANK

Stop by your local Wells Fargo branch today:
SS

Arcata Ofie, 118 G Stret, 622-3641
e

conditions
Member FDIC

London

~A)

ee
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Not just big holes full of garbage anymore,
fill-cells adopt new way of dealing with trash

Wi State and federal

Anatomy
of a Landfill Cell

regulations keep
Public Works busy while
Officials look for new site.
By Pat Kelley
Humboldt County landfills will soon
adopt
the latest technology for containing the nearly
400 tons of municipal waste
daily.
The new process will meet new federal
tions that go into effect
Oct. 9.
dfills aren’t just
holes,” said
Ilene Poindexterof the Humboldt County
Public Works
t. “Landfills
are
built in sections or cells that can be sealed
up when we’re
r
According

to Mark Smith,an engineer

for City
Company, a new cell is
under construction right now at the
county’s C
Road site.
“The ear oo. and one-half
acres and will
have a life expectancy of

ilty, thus
reducing
the risk of leacha
contamination
to groundwater. A
ne
aN
reduces the cost of shipping clay
to line a different landfill.

around 13 months or about 150,000 tons
of garbage,” Smith said.

Poindexter said new federal —
tions
the new cell be a Subtitle
“D”-type landfill.
According
to Smith, the basic construc-

tion of this type of cell is a pit with a liner
made of two feet of compacted clay that
has been compressed 90 percent and laid
down in three-inch layers.
hight tnndie eaieinaconmete:
oe Pa

SOURCE: Daniel and
wee

Containment
of Landiill

MING PETERSON
/ THE LUMBERJACK

in the landfill
and prevent it from leaking
out and contaminating the ground water
is textured ce hem sides.
. with any toxic material that might have
This
is followed by a leachate
or con- been in the dump.
taminated water recovery
that
“The California Integrated Solid Waste
consists
of PVC piping that
is wra
in
ent Act of 1989
that
felt and buried in several feet of three- counties
have a minimum of 15yearsof
quarter-inch washed gravel, also solid waste disposal available,” said John
Friedenbach, general manager of City
The las tore is two feet of virginin soil.soil
Garbage Company.
Gina AGL asus to aah 0 soe
for
Poindexter said the current
on
waste.
is that Humboldt County’s landfill
will
When the cell is full,a cover of similar _ be full by 1997 or 1998.
lyethylene sheeting

that

on the site eee
springs, earthquake faults or
slides.

State law mandates that the landfill be

at least five feet above groundwater.
Other considerations
include the site's,
or its access route’s
i
to neighborhoods, major aslonce acumen

Poindexter also said the presence of

clay is an important factor in choosing a

site because the county would not haveto

“The new landfill will be designed to
meet the current state and federal mandates,” Poindexter said.
“If these change before the site is constructed those changes will be accounted “
for,” he said.
“The commission is considering the
ug
a
9
imma
ity,” Friedenbach said.
ane

spend the money to import it.
§ Shesaidthereareninesitesunderconsideration: one in the Rio Dell—Scotia

the landfill by 20 to 25

Smith said it will take his 20 people _ potential sites for a new lan
more than three months to finish the
“The county has formed a citizens advisory commission to investigate potenproject.

in the
Trinidad ‘vicinity and five sites
Freshwater, Elk River drainage area
south-east of Eureka.

Friedenbach said the county hascon-

requiresa25
| This
waste by 1995 and a50
by the year 2000.

= To accomplish this the state requires

She said some of the commission’s criteria for picking a site ene genre,
the ability to control water
topography,

tracted with the consultant firm Brown
the sites
y to investigate
Venice Co
the new landfill.
further and

reducing
programs including
waste at its sources and public education
about these programs.

“Itinvolves m

State law meen the come

over the to

construction will be

eteely

more than 100,000 _ tial new landfill sites,” Poindexter said.

Smith said.
cubic yards of soil,”
The leachate recovery system is detocapture any waterthatmightbe
signed

area, one in the Ferndale area, twointhe

Californiastate law
ires
community 5
to reduce waste going

,

into the

t reductionin
percent reduction

Local builders get down-to-earth about adobe
@ Old habits dry

is the process of using earth as

hard as adobe
house construction
catches on.

tion, all
ic matter is removed from the soil and the soil

the material for constructionof
walls.

In all types of earth construc-

e

“(Adobe construction) keeps trees
in the forest where they belong.”
Environmental resource engineer

is used to create thick, strong

walls.
amnened eth
two

pot i
a
Rammed
earth is stabilized by

mixing ina small amountof
portland cement (five to 10

t),

which helps to keep the walls

stabilizedby

mixing
in 15 to 20 percent as-

phalt emulsion.

from the

site,
Gaeeninidod

a

“(Adobe construction) keeps

trees in the forest, where they

” Richards said.

Inaddition, earthen homesare
fire proof, rot proof, sound proof,

svi gare

methods of earth

Adobe is

and often used

John Richards and Phillip
Beinhauer are the
behind Earth and Sun Builders,
in solar design
and
Se
eee
oe
building
omes.
ae
oe

bara

uate with a degreein
Se whee Sk epee

emphasis
in resource preserva-

tion.

monet, an HSU environmental
resources engineering
alumnus, said that there are

potential construction sites for

pa

homes pale
wie
ty next year, onein
cade ts Wetcon.
One of the benefits of an
earthen home is soil is non-toxic

Beinhauer said
one-half of the
nia

use is
Califor-

Commission home

and the earthen homes are especially effective
in saving energy

during hotter periods of the year.

The temperature inside an

See Adobe, page 27

©
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Out of the shadows
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Home solar power makes a comeback

MBAs utiltity rates go up and public
demands for electricity increase,
the sun just keeps on shining.
’ Some smart folks are plugging in.

Basic Solar Cell Construction

By Ray Larsen

SCIENCE EDITOR

Improvements in solar technology and increased pressure on traditional
sources have once again brought
solar energy into the light.
Since the dawn of time,
have relied on the sun to
provide warmth and to ensure the survival of their communities.
As the 21st century approaches, a new emphasis on the
sun as an important resource is e
“There is definitely a resurgence of interest in solar

power,” said Ron Sutcliffe, co-director for the Campus
Center for Appropriate Technology.
“It’s because of the growing need for utilities to decrease
the amount of electricity they have to provide for Americans.”

“Sutcliffe said utility companies are hard

and

hesitant to expand services at the rate that they have
historically.
This search for alternative methods of energy production combined with a new administrative climate in Washington D.C. have set the stage for a reconsideration of the
viability of solar power as a home resource.
At the forefront of solar technology are photovoltaic
systems that convert sunlight directly into electrical energy.
The sun gives off light in the form of photons which are
fixed, elemental units of electromagnetic energy.
Photovoltaic cells are made up of semiconducting materials that give up electrons when exposed to the photons.
An electrical field is created across the cell as the freed
electrons move from one semiconductor to another due to
differences in the elemental make up of the materials.
This movement of the electrical field creates a negative
and positive charge.
- This charge can be converted into an electrical circuit by
attaching leads to the cell and allowing the generated
current to flow to an external load.
A single photovoltaic cell produces approximately onehalf volt of electricity.
Solar panels are usually made up of atleast 30cells wired
together in series to deliver enough power to charge a 12-

eyes

by

Top electrical contactredundant fingers or

“fee

eer

eee

Electricity (electrons)
SOURCE: Assessment of Solar Energy Technologies
by American Solar Energy Society
RAY LARSEN / THE LUMBERJACK

selves very quickly.”
Sutcliffe said that a good thumb-nail estimate of a
reasonable self-designed system would be one that

volt battery.
Home solar power systems are composed of four
distinct sections — the panels, power storage units,

such as batteries, the loads and some kind of monitoring device.
Factoring in the kind of load to be placed on the
system is an integral part of home solar-power design.
“You have to consider where the energy is going,”
Sutcliffe said. “Energy-efficient devices pay for them-

C| | ni Que

can run appliances around the $2,000 range.

He sai
t once you get into the larger and more
expensive power draws like washing machines, it
becomes worth the trouble to have a professional

See Solar, page 28

-

clinique's a
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me

at dalys
The eyes have it!

Eye makeovers at Dalys through September 25, 1993.

is

:
New shades,See New shapes.for fresh
New luminol
luminosity.

Come in for © complimentary eyes

Learn whatto
up...when to
"
in
ahendeon
session
with
the
Eye
Makeup
Exper
makeover and toosive 8 dekune sample’

Coll day. ae
1633, ext. 71.

Dalys Downtown Eureka is Clinique headquarters for HSU students and staff.
Allergy tested. 100% fragrance free. Products not tested on animals.

fe

eeaneeteesiets

ce
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SHOP DALYS DOWNTOWN

EUREKA

MON.-SAT. 10:00-5:30
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Manila dunes get some helping hands
By Susan Devel
HSU students joined other
volunteers
Saturday to take part
inan

restoration

at the

Beach and

Access Area.

The small group of volunteers
met in front
of the dunes
to arm
themselves with gloves and
SS ae , then moved out to tackle
ay’s objective — the removal of a huge patch of ice
Plant.

yan Vlasak, a biodiversi

majyr stHISU, said his past wor!
with restoration projects has
alerted him to the importance of
what the group is trying to acae lish.
seeeee tte destruction) is
ecosystemd
ee

said. aes not sliowe-

ing

it to evolve further.”
eidi Bly, an environmental
engineering major, also has
worked on similar projects and
said she enjoys the activity.
“It’s great to get out and do
something
on the weekend that’s

alittle different. AndI
the need,” Bly said.
Linda
of The ines

the
as

Conservancy in Arcata

to grow.
Miller said this project
after the
of sia om
came W
about
to
the dunes from off-road vehicles
and took their concerns to the

ice

plants are one of three types of
vegetation introduced yearsago
which now
ral sine of the aa
example,

to

-

mp

om
was originally planted

the dunes in 1901.

lot of treuble with nova

sand

covering the railroads,”

er

said.

Linda Lee, a restorationist for

The Nature C

, said

another problem plant isthe yellow

—

lupine,

nnticade

Manila Community
Service District.

iaeaal the spit .
and
had a

Vv

aims to come as close
to the dunes’ natural

which has nod-

on its roots that release niinto the soil.
e added nutrient makes the
duneecosystem
more fertile than
it would normally be, allowing
more non-native plants to flourish.
Not all the vegetation can be
removed because
sand

would interfere with the buildings to the southeast. However,

The MCSD then
the California

Conser-

vancy,
and was given an acquisition ‘gett to buy the Manila
“fs really acredittotheComa
Service District and to
le of Manila that they
the preservation
of this
aie,” Miller said.
The grant was
given on the
condition that the
land be kept
open to the public and restored,
and Miller said that’s where The

Nature Conservancy comes in.
“It’s a five
project, and a
lotisgoing
to
” Miller
said. “It looks like an immense
project
for just afew / people, but
Pall at beep at it.

ANNA

MOORE / PHOTO EDITOR

Heidi Bil, an environmental engineering major, joins the on—

going dune-restoration
project In Manila Saturday.

Adobe ——
| © Continued from page 25
earthen home stays relatively
constant, about 70 di

dur-

ing thesummer,50in the winter.
Some earthen homes have a
radiant slab of concrete in the
floor which contains three-

eighth or one-half inch tubes of
water which, heated by a gas or

4 ENVIRONMENTAL CHECK LIST”
|[_] Tree free or 100% post _
recycled dioxin free paper

Healthful non-toxic
paints and finishes

I[_] Non-disposable re-

Resource saving recycled

chargeable batteries

i[_] Energy efficient lighting,

motor oil

[_] Pesticide free organic

low flow shower heads, etc.
cotton, hemp clothes,
S@LUTIONES
and
recycled shoes

&

Teas

also featuring:
eCandles
& incense

soa Siac
8
@

, cards & tapes
Baskets

eGift ideas

the ground floor.

keeping them well away from
any contact with surface and

, Spices

eEssential oils & Perfumes

water heater radiate heat: from
Earthen wallsare
built on solid
reinforced
concrete foundations,

Quality Bulk
Hi

S©LUTIONS
oI Green
928 9th street, Arcata

1068 | Street. Arcata
A
° 822-5296
Oth &1 1th)

¢ Across from the Co-op

d water.

A ood roof with a substantial
over
t to

rain off theSoa

a.

shade.

According to Richards, another attractive feature of adobe
construction is that the architecture of an earthen home is wide

open to the tastes of the owner.
Each house is also

Ss

home

is similar to a fine ma-

ee

, and just as durable.

tial money can also be
saved by the
who

Homebrew
:

‘

Supplies

provides asiance during con-

Equipment and ingredients for

Y
TR
IS
NT
DE
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS_

e Malts, Fresh Hops, Yeasts
¢ Kettles to caps, starter kits
to C02 keg systems: we stock it!
e Advice available

47

ds ste

regent

<®*”

novice and expert brewers.

Hops :
Humulus lupulus

You supply the water...
we’ll supply the rest.

Unique merchandise from the world over.
\__ Ist & E Streets Old Town, Eureka _,
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Solar: Cost-effective energy may soon be up in the air
”

solar engineer design the system.
The increased cost-effectiveness of solar power in recent

has also helped bring the
years

char nds

rel “if all the costs to society are

more homes around the world.
toanassessmentof
prepared by the
solar
American

a 1969 German study stated that

of thorny Scery,

power in the very near future.”

new
With the introductofion

the production ,caand added _ technologies
truly accounted for,
200
pacity of solarcellsincreased
n,
phototo the cost of generatio
voltaic energy prod ucts would peed in 1991, according to
be cost effective for utility-scale

“One plant came on line in
and in their first year of
Se
produced as much
e
ty as all panels
had
err
sai

As the output of solar cells

increases,
the prices are slowly
coming down.

Panels
are rated in watts and
average panels run about $7 per

AT&I can

watt.

“For Humboldt County, run-

ning lights, stereos and recharg-

‘Mike Manetas, alternative re-

newabletechnologiesinstructor,
teaches engineering 114 and 305
— courses that focus on “appro-

priate” oralternative technology.

"CCAT isakind of living laboratory where students get the
chance todesignand apply ideas
that we seidiyehate” Minna
said.
“The students at CCAT cut
the cord for PG&Eabout
three or

four years ago.”

E

Y

help you save money
whether you live
on campus, off campus,
or Somewhere
in between.

tia bakes off of a small twopanel system isa practical application to get into for a couple
hundred dollars,” Sutcliffe said.
“If you want refrigeration you
better plan on four panels.”
The CCAT system has a 22el system that was designed
y students as part of various
engineering classes.

disai

E

Choose AT&T and save up to 25%:
In four years of college, you'll probably change residences as often as you change majors.
Fortunately, if you choose AT&T as your long distance company
you can keep up with all the changes in your
life and still save money. We offer a variety
of savings options
that adjust to changes in your
calling habits. It's all part of The # Plan= The personalized plan designed to fit the way you call.

e
TMS

call
or s
To sign up, stop by our booth on campu

7 PLAN”

*Seriags based ea APAT Semple Savings Man. © 593 MRT

-”

.

1 800 654-0471, Ext. 4119.
|

=
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Riot Grrris |
More than just a bunch of

‘open-minded revolutionary feminists,’
the group is dedicated to destroying ‘-isms’ and

publishing a Zine to spread a strong female image.
By TTammy Wittier

“Why do we put labels on ourselves like fat, u , dumb? Have fun with yourself! Don’t
tose tne bing upiy" Tis one of many ex
from Conscious Clit, the first
_ publication —
ed a ‘zine — by the Arcata Riot Grrrl
last s
May.
“Riot Grrrl is about
to know other girls in a noncompetitive
environment. It’s about what each individual
brings to the
group,” said Kirsten Frickle,a journalism junior, who
organized the first Riot Grrrl meeting in Arcata
in spring.

“It’s all based on subjective reality,” she said.
Frickle worked with Angie
Gross, a Eureka resident, to
the Arcata
pull toget
herRiot
Grrrl group. She said
without Gross’ en
and enthusiasm the
probably
group
would have died.
Frickle said Riot
to come
Grrrl starte
d
together when she

are, not for who or what they are expected to be because of stereotypes
and gender
limitations.
Another misconception about Riot Grrrl is that those involved are “punkers,” or
have dyed hair. Although the group often attracts people involved in the “alternative
scene,” Friday’s meeting united women and girls who cannot be classified collectively
as “punk” or as any other social stereotype.
Frickle said the reason
why so many diffwomen
eren
are involved
t in Riot Grrrl is
because “peop
who le
are in the alternative
scene tend to be more liberated.”
Friday’s meeting brought togethe
about
r 12 women and girls of all ages and
education levels.
“I feel really comfortable with
ne here,” said Karin Leiderman,a 14-year-old
Arca
High ta
student. “Even though I’m 14, feel OK. Ican say things and expect other
people to respect my feelings.”
HSU English and women’s studies sophoRose
more
Saluzzo described Riot Grrrl as
“a place where we get
and talk about things that are disturbing
us and to find out what’s happening in the community.”
“We're getting rid of all kinds of prejudices,” said
Tia Behrens,a 15-yeArcata
ar-ol
High sophod
more. “I feel that I’m prejudiced and
thateveryone else is— we need to
get rid of these prejudices.”
Riot Grrrl Melanie Rush

said the group is a “wonderful support group
where we can share
of pain, fear
feelings

iness ... to
and
feel aigos havea
shoulder to cry
on.”
“I've

to

moved

first

Contrary to stereotypes, Riot Grrrl is not a
that
tes in, or advocates
“men hating.” Most Arcata Riot Grrrls saidthe group
Siem to nied oot tat
support, friendship and understanding in a place which accepts them for who they

Arcata and atto seek othtempted
ers like herself who ©
were “open-minded,
revolutionary feminists.”

“Thad read so:
about Riot Grrrl and it
sounded like the type of
poops I was looking for,”
tickle
said.
The Riot Grrrl phenomena started
simultaneously in edge Washington

:

AsOlympia’s
Riot Grrrl ‘zine stated,
“Riot Grrrl is about having voice — in the

t three years

with the
to provide a “
gro
r any
and all girls and wom
” said Riot Grrat Angeliue in an

Humboldt Coun

a

face of those who wish us to be silent.”
. TAMMY WITTLERY THE LUMBERJACK

to New York to San Francisco to

eae

“isms” there are.

|

May RIOD
An
OE

not exist.

classified,” Frickle
helped
a

we

on things and are constantly

“Tt all

Frickle said all Riot Grrrl groups are structurally

different.

on individuality within a group of people and how we accept

The Arcata Riot Grrri

”

ta’s Riot Grrri
is run through, and facilitated by the Women’s Center on
campus
and considers itself a progressive
and collective group where hierarchy
does
“We can

said

always

been a feminist
but (in Riot Grrrl)
‘Idon’t have to argue about it. I’m
sick of bitching
about things and
not having support
behind us,” said En_
glish sophomore Kara
Vernor.
“Through Riot Grrrl,
le who weren't friends
, become friends,” Frickle

Literal Bitch and Let’s

mu

three ‘zines last semester, Conscious Clit,

“The ‘zine is one big editorial that’s not edited.

rons Wer Dongen verte gate in:a6 is — we don’t censor cunyelven,” Bickle said. “Riot

Grrrl
is an outle
to
yourself and the ‘zine represents what we are.”
The ‘zines consist of poems, stories, quotes, narratives, statements, phrases and

We can’t reallybe Ss

said. “Riot Grrrl is about whatever anyone can get out of it. It’s

me to feel better about myself.”

ckle said the group experimented with a co-ed meeting last semester but their
xt to include
men failed.

re ambiance
was
y gone with boys there,” Frickle said.
When
about issues such as sexual abuse, the group said men could notrelate:

ae SS cian eapeemnion, Se sete ey cover masturbation, sexuality,
, feminine hygiene, education, fear, happiness, ad vertisTape, ar — caer

TU scescsrs fr aeic t tes vecasatis ih a teh cae

ad

eda

wil bo

sale for $1 in the Women’s Center and at People’s Records. Previous ‘zines are also
available.

gt

“The
best way to get more information about Riot Grrrl or to find out about it is to
with them on that level. Riot Grrrl strives to create a noncompetitive environment for go to the meetings,” Frickle said.
women

about

— mee

ere

area

unned
or ignored.

an GP © Oneeage Seems

Shows Worrying

Riot
had its first meetingof the semesterin the Women’s Center last Friday.
Womenattending the
had the chance to share what they thought the purpose
of Riot Grrri was, should be and anything elseon their minds.

Riot Grrri meets every Friday at 6 p.m. in the Women’s Center, House 55.

_Riot Grrvlisabout finding ourselvesinand pulling ourselves out from under all the
crap we've been socialized into. It’s about educating ourselves so we can stop

sl beclone

tas Lenton Den?

Roceie

ake

.
aan

|
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DJ Dan Malstrom spins the
underground sound at raves

LET

Micro-Night
This Monday
Sept. 27th

from

By Erin Waldner

4 to 9pm

“I started as a DJ in ’85 or

U

w- Introducing
“The Big Guys F 220z'ers

Disc jockey Dan Malstrom is
notembarrassed to admit where
his first musical performances

Anderson
Valley Boont
Amber Ale
Anderon Valloy Pooks Pale Ale

“When I was about five I used
to goaround the house playinga
fake Fisher guitar,” Malstrom
said. “I would pretend I was
Elvis.”
Many years have
and
Malstrom is no maeoneth
ing in his parents’ living room.
Instead, the business senior
has established himself as a
popular disc jockey, known for
underground music to
Humboldt County.
“Almost
all that I play is underground,” Malstrom said. “1
try my best to make the party

$3.95

serps

! , ul

|

and Well Drinks are HALF PRICE.

«> With your purchase of any of the above specials,

enjoy our All You Can Eat “HOT DOG BAR”
for 90¢*

OM
Istrom is now working
as a disc jockey at Club West

in Eureka, but he was introduced to the profession at a

young age.

Malstrom, 22, was raised in
a
suburb of Los Ange-

es.

3535 Janes Rid. Arcata ° 822-1050 « Open until 10pm Mon - Sun
“We're Your Late Night Restaurant”
* Limit 3 “Hot
Bar” Plates

As a high school student, he
became aware of the dance craze
sweeping Los Angeles.

’86. House parties were the
thing in South Central, Los
Angeles. I spent the last a
of high school in South Central — I would DJ at house

parties,” he said.
After
uating from high
school,
Malstrom left Los Angeles for HSU.
For a DJ, it was not an easy
move.
“When I came up here there
was no und
und scene,”
Malstrom said.
Two years later, Malstrom
saw Humboldt County as “an
area of opportunity.”
That year Maletrom decided
to join
the Chi Phi fraternity.
ortly after joining the organization, Malstrom and other
Chi Phi members worked with
Power 96 to
a“rave”
to campus.
This started
Malstrom’s career as a disc
jockey in Arcata. —
Since then Malstrom has
worked atsuch localdance
clubs
as Power Station, Eli’sand Club
Triangle, all in Eureka,
While performing, Malstrom’s
choice for music includes deep
house, techno, tribal and some
rave.

THE FRANCESCO TRIO
One of America's foremost chamber

ensembles.

“T’mone
of the last guys using
vinyl,” Malstrom said. “I just
can’t sell out.”
Malstrom has also taken on
the stage name “D.J. Maelstrom.”
A famous whirlpool on the

west coast of Norway, Maelstrom is known for supposed!

drawing in and destroying

vessels Le,
Last year
Malstrom helped

begin Sizzlebeats,a distribution
company that promotes records
in Humboldt County.
Hesaid Sizzlebeat’s president,
Harry Avers, receives music
from various record labels and
reviews thereleases
for “File 13”
eeren: as vice-president
and resident disc jockey of
Sizzlebeats, plays the records at
dance clubs and parties, then
distributes the records.
After Malstrom graduates in
—— he hopes to find a position
with a record label.
“T already have contacts,” he

said, “soit should be pretty easy

to get a job.”
Malstrom believes music will
always be a part of his life.
“T’ve spent too much money
on equipment to give it up.”

PROGRAM:
TRIO FOR VIOLIN, CELLO AND PIANO IN
B-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 11
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)

$10 All Tickets
Includes pre-performance artist

PIANO TRIO IN D-MINOR, OP. 11

reception at 7:00pm.

TRIO IN NINE SHORT MOVEMENTS (196s)

Fulkerson Recital Hall

Henry Cowell (1897-1965)

Robert Schumann (1810-1856)

TRIO IN A-MINOR (U.M.P.) (1915)

Maurice Ravel (1875-1937)
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‘Heart and Souls’/Old story with a mushy twist
By Jeannie Jensen —
“Heart and Souls” is comy

and manipulative and tugs at
the old heart strings, but it also
has moments of sweetness and
some real la
;
Best of all, it has

Starring: Robert Downey, Jr.
Robert

Downey, Jr.
ge

eet

Film: Heart and Souls
Director: Ron Undersood

Gordon Gekko,

Where: The Minor
Tickets: $4.50

the
-is-good
ie in
Oliver Stone’s Wall Street"?

;

-

od

Robert Downey, Jr.'s body.

is acting it up as one of
the
souls takes over his body.
It’s a great-looking picture
— filmed in
Francisco by Michael Watkins.
Director
Ron Undersood tries
the same mixof humor and
pa-

thos that worked in his

“City

oe
2.

2

=

Ly

Slickers” buthe falters
this time.
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Julia (Kyra Sedgewick) is

Reilly’s female counterpart,
a woman who couldn’t commit in life and now regrets it
in death.
“Heartand Souls” hasits prob-

Four lost souls try to reciaim missing pieces of their lives using
lems and the first hint of this Souls” can’t decide whether to
comesas theo
g credits roll. be “All of Me” or “Ghost” — a
A tip-off to the downfall of comedy or a poignant. story
this movie was its two sets of about love. |
There’s too much warm and
writers — this usually means
the original story has mutated fuzzy and not enough real
as the script passed from hand laughs.
And that’s a shame, because
to hand.
Maybe that’s why “Heart and the best moments are when

A

to his life each has to fulfill a
dream to earn their way into
paradise— and they all have to
use Reilly's body
to do it.
At the same time, they help

Alfre Woodward is Penny,
“the world’s best mom,” who
just wants to find her orphaned
children.
:

tes

a

ee

ao

When these travelers return

had the heart.”

*

ra

ue.

Charles Grodin is the bowtied,tweed-suited Harrison, a
would-be opera star “if he only

&:

girlfriend, played by Elizabeth

scene.

ot

played
by
, is
t
up a
lost souls who can’t
find their way to heaven.
They have to leave him during his childhood, so he grows
up into an embittered
who can’t commit to his patient

OaAX:

In this
“Wall Street” meets
“All of Me,” Thomas Reilly,

.

He’scold. He’s ruthless. He’s

haunted by os

OIG: B36:

closes on struggling companies
as easily as swatting a fly.

Reilly learn his own lessons
about lifeand love. Milo, played
by Tom Sizemore, is the smalltime hood with a heart of gold.
Milo’s “dream” gives Downey a
chance to show off his
Chap!
flair for physical
comedy in a ledge-hanging

Fs
Ky

Gekko, a hard-hearted
of a banker who fore-

Ghee
APG DLO

of

Va»

Downey plays a kind of Son
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Peter Buckley
Passion, perspective guide comedian's words
By Brenda Bishop

_

ing a broad audience with his
use of words to communicate a
prospective. He anticipates ev-

Each of ushasa story to tell —
it all depends on your perspective.

erybody will “definitely
it.”

The show’s basic clarity

“T think the difference in my

show is
ve,” said performer and writer Peter Bu
“The same
ence co
ha
to three
t
le
anttyouta geethreediifiartns por.
spectiveson life —it’s
what you
do.”
Buckley, who will open
CenterArts fall season, will
share the powers of the spoken
word in his solo
performance,
“What Happened,” Friday and
Saturday in the Kate Buchanan
Room.
sana trying to entertain
the widest possible palof pleasure, pain, humor,

canes wonder, amazement
and not try to focus on what's
the funny joke,” Buckley said.
“I'm trying to focus on what's
going on — what the hell’s going on — everything is going
on!”

CenterArts Director Sarah
Shelley contracted Buckley
after viewing his solo show,
“Perfect
Getaway”
at
Dell’ Arte, in Blue Lake where
Buckley

is also

Dell’Arte’s

school director.
“It’s a very positive, wonderful thing to have someone come and see your work

and say, ‘I like that so much I

be into

makes it possible for audiences

in Portland, Ore. to enjoy the
a

Tickets: $8 general, $5

He describes the physical
movement of dance as conveninga passion or idea, the same as
a writer would use words tocom-

Bone of the things I want to
try and get tois illuminating
the
role of story in everybody’s
lives,” he said.
“Billboardsarea
story. A conversation in Safeway isa story.
Everything that happens is
story — it’s just
an a
to
tryand
le’s
on what it is and how it applies
to them on a real day-to-day
reality.”
Buckley’s early motivationas
a spoken-word
from
apersonal
work connection with
his brother.
“My brother wasasong writer
and his songs were very story
oriented,” Buckley an “So a
lot of the essays I was writing
seemed to match with these
songs he was writing about 10

municate.

years apart.”

Eureka,
the New Outdoor

Store, University Ticket

want you to come and do
something else here at
CenterArts,’” Buckley said.
“She showed tremendous
trust,” he said.
aoa it seamenfit into the
traditional

mono

r-

mance, Buckley havedopee bs
title of “spoken-word performer” to describe what he
does.

“A storyteller seems to me to
When Buckley’ s brother
be someone who takes stories got lung cancer in 1987 and
and dramatizes and all that,” died in December 1988,
Buckley said. “I don’t quite fit Buckley’s first solo perforinto that. Spoken-word perfor- mance show was based on
mance seems to be the genre that helping his brother
and
fits into all this.”
watching him die.
Buckley is working on reach“It was such a powerful ex-

PHOTO COURTESY
OF CENTERARTS

Performer Peter Bucidey shares his view in “What's Happened?”
perience that it was a great
story; it’s a marvelous story,”
Buckley said. “Not that he
wasn’t a wonderful person
before, but this remarkable
change happened to him as

THE
Power.
time

NaS
Re
Oh

C4

Lar
~~ yrAer,

and

he was going out — I really
wanted to tell this.”
Buckley said he wants his
audience to come away from
his show with “a fresh addition of their own lives.”

SCI-FI CLASSIC
space
a visitor

David Bowie

--The man who
fell to Earth
Midnight
Friday & Saturday

Introducing | our soon to be famous...
w “Adios Goodnight Cooler”
> Order any of the above Pitchers and you'll
receive Fiesta Appetizers to complete your
Cantina Experience!
@ Also Draft Beer, House
Drinks are HALF PRICE!!

Wines

and

Well

ATA

USE IT OR LOSE IT.
UPD offers an escort
service.

Take advantage of it.
Join us at the Mad River Saloon & Eatery...

it's the Saturday Night Thing To Do!

3535 Janes Rd. Arcata ¢ 822-1050 ¢ Open until 10pm Mon - Sun.
“We're Your Late Night Restaurant”

826-3456,

Call anytime.

—
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Cross country teams swept away by Davis
@ Davis edges the
men and women
at the Humbolat
Invitational.

e

By Kevin Murphy
TheL

jack

harriers were

swept by the slimmest of margins at the Humboldt Invitational Saturday, while former
HSU stars continued to shine.

The Li
i
hosted UC
Davis, San Francisco
State and a
. number of unattached runners
at the invitational

held

at

Patrick's Point.
UC Davis
won both the men’s

and women’s races with HSU

finishing second. San Francisco
State didn’t field complete
teams.

The men’s race was led by
former HSU standouts Dennis

eenaaae Scaeeee

in the firctand

:

e

respectively. The first scoredrunner wassenior
Phil Kilbridge

of UC Davis, finishing the fivemile course in 23 minutes, 57

seconds.
Eight seconds behind
him was teammate Phil

Rocheleau.
HSU’s lead pack finished in
scoring positions
three through

HEATHER BOLING / THE LUMBERJACK

Dennis Pfeiffer (#473) leads the pack at the Humboldt Invitational Saturday. Pfeiffer, a former HSU all-American, finished first

In a time of 23 minutes, 43 seconds. Reed Elmore, another former HSU all-American finished second.
Chenard’s heels. The race was _ Jonesin 18 minutes, 17 seconds
currently ranked sixth in the
bye this week. They travel to

“fast, veryfast,itwasfasterthan
I anticipated it being’” said

to be the first women’s colle- _ nation for division two schools,
_giate finisher. Karin Merrit was beat HSU 24 to 35.

UC Davis took the next three
theteamascoreof
27 points.
David Wasserman

kilometer race was won by
Reebok Aggie Melissa Martel.
Walker “is the person to beat

Smith, an exercise
science ma- _ the second HSU finisher
in the
jor.
third scoring position. The five

six. Pete Chenard finished first
for HSU in 24 minutes,
nine seconds. Martin Smith, a senior
transfer from CSU Hayward,
sprinted across the line on

was HSU’s fifth man which left
the ‘Jacks with 28 points.
In the women’s race, Denise
Walker finished twenty-one seconds ahead of Davis's Suzy

“I'm as happy you can be
when you don’t win.” Wells

“It is perennially
one of the
small-school racesin the

said. “They (UC Davis) tend to northwest.” Wells said. “It’s a
cared
or
real good opportunity
for us to
the season.Wetend tocomeon _ be ina big race and get the feel-

David Wells said. “She's going
tobe one of the stronger runners

later in the season,” Wells said.
He said he
the men to
beat UC Davis at the conference

on the national level.”
The Davis women, who are

Cross country runners have a

for the conference title,” coach

pn sg aaa
it Md
for the Willamette Invitational.

championships.

ing of what it is like to be running up in the front of a big
race.” he said. “It’s more like

we'll see at a regional or na-

tional championship.”

Football team faces toughest opponent
of the year after hard loss to Cal Poly
@ The Lumberjacks hope to fair
better against its second Division |
Opponent in a row.

Cossacks, including three inter
ns.
St=
s defensive lineman
Dave Lumiqued and
linebacker Peter Baichtal lead the team with three sacks
and 29 tackles, respectively. St. Mary’s defensive unit
has allowed its opponents an average of 75 yards rush-

By Ryan Dunne

ing

per game.

“age
's is a very solid football team. Honestly in
looking
at them, Idid not see any weaknesses. Last year
they beat us 43-6,” Whitmire said.
“Tf our team isn't motivated to play a team that just

LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU faces an uphill battle when it meets its secondstraight Division I o
nt, undefeated St. Mary’s,

Saturday night at the

Redwood Bowl.

beat us 43-6, I'll be very dissapointed. I'd be dissapointed

The
cks are coe
losing to Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo
last Saturday at HSU.
They einsnenatiseand

“|
I'd be

CSU Hayward 44-0 and Sonoma

COACH
if we aren’t

imopd
MD cchese Gk.

dissapointed

intheviciryoversonomastate, FEQCY tO play ther

State 44-23.

inm
to play
sively,”
"FHL

tty chteeake tad taaeee
veryp
y
aggreshe said.
will have toastabtish ts run-

Sr st. Mary's.rushingAfteroffense
averaging
in is

285 yardsin

two
managedonly®9
yardsone ground
the

Secteecues
eeewn 2 vovenecay”
enao warrwina Soma
Oe
ede Hane Geo5

ceiver Jamal Watters, who caught

nine of those
for 141 yards
iad ooo taeslouen.

+

or

nnnT

HSU Head Coach Fred Whitmire said he
Luis

HSU football coach combined
to complete 14 of 4 pases
-

nT

St.

Mary’s defense to be tougher than that of Cal Poly San
St. Mary’s defense forced four turnovers against the

+ eae

This Weekend's
Head to Head Match Up

yardsan interception.
“We have to perform better at quarterback. There is
no question about that,” Assistant Head Coach and
offensive coordinator
Mike Mitchell said.
““We have two more weeks of very tough
tion
and by the time time we get to conference I feel this will
be a very good football team,” he added.
HSU running backs Percy McGee (Fr., 5-6, 165) and

Jerry Rollins (Sr.,6-1,215)
managed only 48 yards on 20
or

teiliien, tha tto socunien

to secre

age in excess
yards per
~
Starting canter Chia Buterted (So. 6-0, 260) sus
tained a
n right thumb during the Lumberjack’s
first possession and the offense never got on track.
Butterfield is expected to. miss a minimum of four

See St. Mary's,
page 35
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NCAC

Chico State
HSU

S.F. State

The Lumberjack

FoorTBaLt

2

NCAC

WL T Pet. PF PA
1 0 0 1.00042 17

1 0 .667 49 44

12

Sonoma State 0

0

2

0

.333

48

.000 51

76

84

0-9

San Francisco State defeated Menlo 32-0
UC Davis defeated Hayward State 52-13
Chico State
was idle

Saturday’s games:
HSU hosts St. Mary’s at 7 p.m.

Hayward hosts University of Redlands at 1:30 p.m.

San Francisco
State hosts W. New Mexico at 1 p.m.
Sonoma plays at CSU Northridge at 7 p.m.
Chico State plays at Cal Poly SLO at 7 p.m.

NCAC

vo_LLeYBALL

cro

mw
16 60 Ss
000

0

Ts
2 2 1 ChicoState

Notre Dame

000

0

3

Sonomasiate
+#HSU

00

Stanislaus

010

Hayward State 0 3 0 .000 34 130 Guba.
NUMAN
Ct PitySonoma
Sin idsStateCte
St.
Mary’s defeated
44-23

soccer

0

0

9 0 Oo 0
#0

5 0 0 UCDavs
1

1

é

3

,

0

3

1

Sonoma

0

Pomona 2-0

lost to San Jose State 5-1

Stanislaus lost to S.F. State 1-0 and Bakersfield 3-1

0.000
5 1 .833

State 0

Stanislaus

0

0

1 § ; SF.State

Didtnimenmemers:
-1, lost toto Denver 3 3-1
Chico
State tied Bakersfield 3-3,
and defeated Cal Poly

W L Pet. WL Pot
0 0 .000 9 6 .600
.000

4

0.000

3

3

6

.571

.333

0 0.000
3 8 .273

HaywardStateO

O .000

3

14 .176

A
HSU lost

to Cal State San Bernardino
0-3
HSU at the Dominguez Hills Inviational:

lost to Cal State Los Angeles 0-3

defeated Cal Lutheran 3-2

Nene Deine tation Mord 40, lostto Pacific 108t to Cal Poly Pomona 0-3
Lutherin 2-1, defeated Redlands 3-1
S.F. State tied Regis 0-0

Lumberjack games next week:
HSU hosts Chico State 1 p.m. Saturday
HSU hosts Chico State 1 p.m. Sunday

lost to Cal State Dominguez Hills 0-3

Lumberjack games next week:
Sept.24 HSU hosts Stanislaus at 7:30 p.m.
Sept.25 HSU hosts Chico State at 7:30 p.m.

Soccer team meets Chico in
conference opener Saturday
by Ryan Dunne

“They haveexcellent midfielders
who control the ball very well.
They will puta lotof
ure on
The HSU soccer team opens our ball handlers and, to be efconference play at home this fective, we'll have to keep posweekend against Chico State. _ session.”
Chico State (1-3-1 overall) is | The Lumberjacks placed secthe defending champion of the ond at the Sunbird Soccer ClasNorthern California Athletic sic in Fresno last weekend as
Conference and the ‘Jacks will they splita pair of games against
find out quickly just how they Fresno Pacific and the Master’s
stand in the conference. Head College.
Coach
Alan Exley said thatChico
Jed Smith and Ron Gorr scored
is a tough team despite a record goals
for the Lumberjacksas
they
of 1-3-1.
opened the tournament with a 2“Chico State is notoriously a 1 victory over Fresno Pacific.
slow starting team in that they HSU wasshutoutby the Master’s
always play a tough non-confer- College 2-0 in the eangacenbie
ence schedule,” Exley said. game. _
°
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Smith makes strides to fit in
by Kevin Murphy
Bay, where
he ran cross country
and track through high school

and then for the College of San

With a mouthful of bean
burrito, senior Martin Smith recounted Saturday’s Humboldt
Invitational.
Almostevery other word from
his mouth was “fast.”
“Fast” describes Smith, a
transfer student from Hayward
State, remarkably well.
His long legs and fluid stride
placed him in the fourth scoring
positionat the invitational held

Mateo before’ moving on to

at Patrick’s point.

“He's fit ri t in. He’s very
personable,” Head coach Dave

Smith, 22, left Hayward after
it dropped cross country and
track programs because of budget cuts.
Smith, an exercise science
‘Major, came to HSU because of

the the re
sreputation
for running,
Smith sew up in Half Moon

though Half Moon Bay had
runners at the high school level,
there weren't any high
caliber
runners around after he graduated, Smith said.
There are a lot of quality runners at HSU, he said. “It’s really
close.... Weall live
er, we
all eat together, we all sleep together.”
Wells said.

His teammates added that the
only timeheisn’ttalking is when
his mouth is full.
“It’s really great being on the
same team as the people I used
to get beat by,” Smith said.
“I can’t tell you how many

Pedal power

times Dave Wasserman outkicked me when I was on another team.”
Now Smith is one of the frontrunners of the HSU pack. Smith
is impressed with the team’s
depth. “It’s very possible we'll
have six people all at the same
level by the end of the season.”
Smith said the running environment has encouraged him to
train.

“I put in 67 miles last week,
includinga 17-mile run and two
interval workouts,” he said.
“There is always someone to
run with. I could easily put in 90
miles a week if I wanted to. ”
The Lumberjack harriers head
to Oregon for the Willamette Invitational October 3.

“1 think it’s going to be an
incredibly fast course with an
incredible amount of competition,” Smith said.
a

Local cycle club offers two events
Brenda ae
CUMBERJACK
Cycling enthusiasts can
peddle away this weekend.
The Redwood Spinners Velo
Peddlers will present a weekend of cycling starting Satur‘day with the Kneeland Hill
Climb Championships and
Sunday with the Traditional
Criterium Championships at

Clam Beach.
Tubbs, general man-

agerof the club, anticipates
be-

tween 60 to 70 riders.

“The number of riders vary

depending on the weather,”
Tubbs said. “People will get up
on Sunday morning and say
‘Oh, let’s go do the ride.” Registration opens at 7:30 a.m. for
the Kneeland Climb at Three
Comers in Freshwater; Clam
Beach registration opens one
hour before the event.
Thelocal non-sanctionevents
are open to all cyclists and
grouped according to age, ability and gender.
Ira Samuels, 77, of Trinidad,
has entered the race the
three years. He is listed as the
Criterium’s oldest
participant.
“He insists on doing all the

laps on his fat tire one-speed,
said Tubbs. “He’s won the last
two
in his category.
Sivan deanahthantendaiiate
as non-sanction, — Fac hr
pected to comply wi

Cycling Federation rules. Hel-

mets are required on all riders.
“It’s interesting at the
Kneeland Hill Climb rev
have
le trying to
Chris Henshaw’s 1990, 23

minute, 46 second record while
other take a leisurely. hour,”

Tubbs said.
“We're not trying to make
everyone
a Mike Pigg, we just

tryingto give everyonean
aa Moiese oe this
Caneeee

triat elt,

a
world-class.
lives
in Arcata.

For spectators, Tubbs considers the criterium to be one of the
most exciting bicycle events to
watch.
“You can’t watcha road race,
it’s difficult,” Tubbs said. “A
criterium is usually on a short,
closed, close circuit with a lot of
right and left-hand turns.
“I say it’s the most exciting
because criteriums are where

The Humboldt County Cycling Championship will have

most
bicycle crashesha
spaclicunh like to watcSi ncycte
crashes.”

said. “Clam Beach is a
place to learn straightaways, if
you try learning that in Fortuna

TheClam Beach Criterium differs as it isa 3.1 mile circuit and
most spectators will be at the
start or finish as riders come
around every seven to eight minutes.

a new criterium course set in

Downtown Fortaina the week
after
the Calm Beach Criterium.
The closed criterium course,
consisting completely of technical race turns,

is recom-

mended for serious racers only.
“Most people don’t know
how to ride in a pack,” Tubbs

it makes it more difficult.”
For a yearly calendar list of
events and information, riders
can call the Northcoast Cycling
Events Hotline at 839-8296.

GREG MAGNUS/THE LUMBERJACK

Freshman, Percy McGee Is averaging 104 yards a game.

St.Mary’s
* continued from page 33
Even kicking sensation Raul
De La Flor looked vulnerable
last week.
After making his first nine
consecutive attempts, he had
one blocked and kicked another just wide of the mark.

Whitmire's confidence in De
La Flor is not shaken though.
' “The blocked field goal was

certanly not his fault and the

one he missed, he
pulled just a
little bit.
saa
“There's probably nota field
goal kicker in America that
hasn't missed afield goal
if he
kicks long enough. I wouldn't
hesitateto give him many more
opportunities,” Whitmire said.
Kickoff time against St.
Mary's is 7 p.m., at the Redwood Bowl.

Sidelines Sports Bar
SP

on the plaza,
Arcata

ere
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H
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Police in review
Law officers cannot be left to police themselves.
Inasystem of checks and balances, law enforcement remains
one of the few organizations that rely solely upon internal,
rather than extérnal, review boards.
The police must be subject to the scrutiny of the public they
serve.
The incidence of police misconduct in Humboldt County is
not excessive compared to other rural counties, but an external
review board would help keep that rate low. It would serve as
a reminder that the publicis watching its police officers.
Although the Humboldt County grand jury determired a
civilian review board for the Sheriff's Department was not
necessary, any abuse at all warrants an external investigation
unit.

According to the Redwood Chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union, excessive force is tolerated only under conditions in which a police officer believes it “necessary to stop an

ongoing crime, effect a lawful arrest, prevent an escape from
custody, defend himself from a third person or from what he
believes to be imminent use of physical force.”
Deadly physical force “is permissible only when (a police
officer) reasonably believes there is imminent use of deadly
physical force to himself or a third person.”
These guidelines must be met by all law enforcement agen-

cies. A citizens’ review board should investigate complaints of
misconduct and make its findings public record immediately.
The Board of Supervisors stated that funds are not available
to establish a citizens’ review board.
The Lumberjack recommends that communities raise their

fines for parking and traffic tickets by $1 to pay for the board.
Thecost would help fund a review board comprised of citizens
with the assistance of legal counsel and a trained staff.
Without a review board, most cases of police misconduct
will never reach the attention of the public. This possibility is
a crime in itself.

Letters to the editor
Speak up, students

Creamery should pay

The Academic Senate advises the university president on matters of policy for
the university as a whole.
It is our
bility to look beyond

nee
to take issue with rea
t Creamery’s manager,
Mr.

the parochial wishes of departments and

colleges to
acourse
that considers
the needs of the entire campus community.

to do this well, as your student repre-

sentatives, we need input from a cross-

section of our campus community.

ere
to
ca
Daley

t your view

t you feel needs

Please justify your
position.
Simply stating that you don’tlike some-

thing, without providing compelling jusSa
Oe We
w
Include a contact

EE

See

eel

AO

their

phone

mack Gam

should we want to discuss the matter
further.
Our. mailbox is located at the entrance
travel

ter.
It is

oon

in

m

-_

First, Mr. Lewis has admitted that they

have committed violation
material leaving
the site.
What this means is that
material leaves the site by
air then federallaw

eee

University

of the law by
any time the
water, soil or
that
the regu-

lations for open dump must then be the
tions that must be complied with,

not the regulations
for land disposal.
Hazardous waste from
processing must be treated by the pre-treatment.

Simply putting the material
into a hold-

ing pond doesnot meet federal tandards

cortatal

y

indict the ssn

gence
with intent.

aembei and ton tae tan
ee

Lewis.

of negli lo

.

Whatisevenmorea
is the total
for the health of
individuals
who resided on the open dump
site and those little children in California
who drank the adulterated product that

the creamery promotes as a wholesome
and healthy food.

“Academic Senate.”

We look forward to serving our cam-

Go, Arbies!
Inorder toresolve thecontroversy
HSU’s mascot, I would suggest the fol-

ei

modest

eatin

HU weds

be called the Arboreal Engineers, or

(Avbles

community.

; Fiona Yastzoff
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tts

the fast food chain that encourages
con-

eso
uumption

of innocent
animal flesh.)

rece gpd
cal

lems

1

Enre-

tion /salvation

sources, fits in nicely with our environ-

mental

and still

There would also be a small, but real

—

in ink and

ee

Simon Green
professor, history —
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Ode to the smoker

Merits of a dying habit underestimated

By Harry Kassakhian

the

control

SU trary gotmet

in

eonel ie
on thine
about the
smokers. Who
were these ssh cteitinte and what did
they want from us?
Asearch for anapartment
fora smoker
isa grueling experience of humiliation.
The non-smoker will snidely insinuate
that the smoker is a sick addict, a death

worshipper, a suicidal nihilist who kills

But thatis typical of the warped exaggerations that non-smokers spread.
has positive
social benefits,
and it’s high time smokers educate

people about them. Smokers reduce

overpopulation.
benefit for the

may be the
ty of the

test

eco-

one’s

The
cline

own

bowel
movements
is the end
result

smoking in
OSTk ZS bets
TERE
g

5 P

America

—
tJ

has led to
the decline

++

of

wanting the

of American literature
and

90 year lifespan.
The enemies
of the

journalism.

joy of smoking claim
that second-

gv ‘e way to
tephen
King,
Ed

hand
smoke im-

Murrow to
Connie

poses

Hemingway

the

Priests

who smoke

others.
But these
same

are

to

mortali

ries tantitos

intl dat

btw

to say that a
daily jogging
to the
aikindndaiaeae
painful than cancer?
Non-smokers want to age gracefully,
with their high-volume lung capacities.
But being wheeled amandaaretirement
home in Florida when one can’t even.

very act of
puffing
shows

smoking

darkness of the abyss of nothingness,
then emphysema
is the least of our concerns. ©

"the
weaketing
of
unions
tntons
a
the
death of
stands, not to
to

section than las oF tale divers who
mee
affairs and the NB.
o

There’s a great a
Kennedy
a smoke in the back of the

White

during
the Cuban Missile

Ifthe late

dent t had
had a nasty nic fi fit,

then good soe may have given him
the perspective
that a mellow solution

was

The most cruel and brutal aspect of
the inquisition
smoking hasbeen
the ban on smoking
in prisons. People
condemned to
are now given
celery stalks or a
bar before
the

final switch is turned on.
:

Prisoners condemned to life sentences

tin horrid brawis for a single hit off

Strike.
” Alina non-smokers have rights,
when they complain about smoke in the
bars, they discredit themselves.
who smoke
piace
eeeettemete
have theconsolationoffollowing
the foottime we overcome
the
of the French existentialists.
anna
imposed
these self-righteous
y, too, realize if life is a long, futile =
ee
t one up for Bogie’s
struggle
in an absurd, meaningless
uni- sake.

.

automobile smog. A person will bitch
about a measly cigarette and then roar off
in a VW microbus, belching a layerof
exhaust on its way to blanketing the earth.

Get your degree and go, please
By Dirk Rabdau
Like the guest who never
can take hint, some students
just never understand when
it’s time to leave.
We all have to graduate

someday. It’s called reality.

moramnetio: (918).

alone and all actions are but
flick
lights that will be swallowed by the

dence
in the
hereafter.
Atheists

tolerate

‘California legislators

a

deep confi-

out

nuclear
waste and

be

pecanieethe

Governments that

stamp

to

trusted
more than
non-smoking
cl
‘

marijuana.
rity

verse where one must confront death

Chung.

smokers’
choice on

e emit
atulence
and smoke

ers never claim their
securi
Non-smokers don’t have the matu-

deof

The worst
is some students will never graduate because they are scared of real
life. Instead, they torture most
of us with their holier-thanthou rhetoric out of compassion for the uneducated and
brainwashed masses.
Don’t
get me wrong; education
provides us with an inle array of knowledge.
But for every person I know
who entertains some sort of
dream of graduate school,
- there lies another who fears
the real world.
I don’t advocate we place
limits
on education. Aslongas
ehort, they willing
should to putin the

i

thay should ba allowredl
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Happy hour

to obtain multiple degrees.
pursue their degrees, their
Instead, I advocate we place
rhetoric would take on a little
limits on those who never ac- meaning. Instead they live in
complish much more than rais- thesheltered
life of the univer—— ire of everyone with
sity system and do nothing
whom
they come in contact. It is . but talk a good game.
hard for me to take penpnaiy a8
The fact of the matter is, most
person who condemns
of these people just want to
ment waste and inef: cane
feel important eee their
when they themselves are
followers view them as postheee
secret
edge.
like some third-rate Central
I don’t necessarily want to
American dictator, these stu- see them
go . These people are
dents condemn just about evvital because they create the
eryone and everything while controversy necessary to fuel
never
much
ofa plan
a small school n
per.
So to all of those who continue to vow action, vow revolution, vow retribution, how

racied
by ah

about you vow to finish your
education.
If not for your own

sake, for those of us who have
to listen to you drone on and
Maybe if they would actively

tion, in conjunction py how,"
periencing of a “hai
is

planet for some time now.

Howene: this hour
sureis usually scheduled

oe.

eral hours ona specified
Do advertisers operate

I have been observing your

Thave questions.
Most of your

Semaettsation

Rabdau is The Lumberjack's
editor
in chief.
currence will not involve authorized alcohol consumption.
Is it net a

|

ferent standardof time

of — this

newspaper's advertising

enbourag,

in-

forms us that alcohol consi p*

appear unhappy thatthe
ing Lumberjack Days

solution to

_ have these persons ingest the
of sin’
red re
immedifor sevy
entering
the event
evening.
ai
tsiltch tenet, allowing
on a dif- the euphoric effects to remain
than the for the duration
of their stay.
Problem solved.
Andrew
I. Jones

junior, journalism
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FOR SALE

NOTICES

150 GAL. FISH TANK with

HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH LYME DisEASE in the last seven years,
and are you between 18 & 64
yrs. old? Your experience can
help our research. Please call
Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573.

stand and

: $300.

oe
fea
ir
eavy amp.
some equipment: $300. Also, BEER MIR-

RORS for sale.
822-6685.

Call Blaze,

IBM 286 COMPUTER 12MH2
40 MB hard-drive, mouse, joyStick, software, printer, EGA
monitor. Call 826-1265, ask
for John, $550 OBO.
REMEMBER WHEN BEING
SUSPENDED WAS BAD?
Now it’s not! TREK DS2 air/oil
shocks for mtn. bike, $125. 1
1/8 inch stee
tube
rer
for an 18”
bike. Call 822-8539, ask for
Drew.

COLD WEATHER IS
PROACHING US! Be
pared. Cord of nice, dry
wood, delivered, $100.
Lee, 668-1628.

APpreredCall

NORTH FACE 3 season, 3
person tent, $200. Karrimor
Juguar S63 internal frame

backpack, $150.

Both in Ex-

cellent condition, 839-4850.

STEREO SPEAKERS locally
built using Danishcomponents.
heartoappreciate. The equivalent of Polk speakers, $200.
839-4850.

NEW ZEALAND PINE chest
of drawers. Two sock andthree
large drawers. Great shape.

was $200 new, is $100.

839-

4850.

FOR RENT
‘UNIQUE SETTING- Remodeled 2-3 bedroom house, Set
back from street next to red-

wood grove & creek. Large
deck, quiet, country-like feel

but near Cutten district of Eureka. $775/mo. 443-9868.

GREAT ROOMS FOR RENT
starting Jan 1. 5 min walk to
school, big clean house , yard,
hardwood floors. Find your
new room now and relax. Call

822-2006.

w22

LOOKING FOR A FEMALE to
rent roomina3 bedroom house
in Arcata. $275/mo + 1/3 utilities. Pets OK. Call 826-2485.

ROOMMATE WANTED BY
OCT 1 to share 2 bedroom
Pythian Castle downtown
apartment. Female preferred.
$275/mo plus utilities. Its a
great old Victorian building
that’s close to school.
Call
Blake, 822-6062.
IS APARTMENT LIVING TOO
CROWDED FOR YOU? Walls

too thin? Try a house of your

own! One bedroom, $450/mo,
3 miles from HSU on bus line.

After 7 p.m., 839-1321.

STEREO, $25; DESK,
OBO. Call 826-2485.

$20

CAMPER SHELL, FITS 1983
TOYOTA TRUCK, maybe others. Needs some work. $125.
826-2624.

in

TO SHARE: 2 bedroom, 2bath
Arcata apt. Trees and creek,
very nice. $287/mo,1/2 utilities. 826-7116.

AUTOMOTIVE
1985 MAZDA 626LX, 66,000

YOU CAN SELL YOUR UNNECESSARY STUFF right

here

PERSONALS

the

Lumberjack

Classies. Call 826-3259.

original miles.

5 spd, 2 door,

air, stereo cassette, sunroof,
cruise, excellent condition.
$4,800 firm. 839-8423.

LOOKING

FRIEND!

FOR

alee

LOST

Both of us move a

lot! If you know Xu Nai Zhen,

please call Angela, 826-7116.

OPPORTUNITIES
IF YOU LIKE SCHOOL, you'll
love work. Avoid oppression of
regulated time. Learn multilevel marketing. Network your
way to financial security with
Multi-Pure. JAY. 822-9268.
NEW COFFEE HOUSE ON
HSU CAMPUS needs artists,
accoustical

musicians,

per-

forming artists. New forum for
your work and music. Call 8264221, Attn: Mark Nelson
COME BY CENTER ACTIVITIES located in the University
Center for information on Leisure Classes, Outdoor Adventures, Outdoor Equipment
Rentals and Arcata Community Pool classes. Center Activities offers everything from
backpack rentals to sailing lessons, cooking classes to skiing, whitewater canoeing to
massage. Call 826-3357 if you
are looking forfun, new friends,
ways to get out of town or just
a new skill.

MULTI-PURE WATER FILTER SYSTEMS at distributor

COMPUTER SERVICES all
aspects.
Affordable, flexible,
reliable. We write custom “dBase”
programs for your special school
and business needs, without
buying software. 826-2968- Sway.

SEAHORSE:
back riding on
Beach—individuals,
parties—excellent

horseClam
groups,
rates, ter-

rific horses. Also, mountain
ing adventures inthe
Trinity Alps wilderness—any
riding levelOK. 839-4946, 839-

HENDERSON STREET WORD
PROCESSING, for all your typing

4615.

COMPUTER TUTORING FOR
THE MACINTOSH, including
word-processing, spreadsheets,
graphics programs. $10/hr. Call
Evan at 822-1860.

BIATHLON
on Saturday, Sept.
25. Race begins at HSU at 10
a.m. with a 3.9 mile run and a
3.0 mile paddle on the Mad
River Slough. Prizes, awards

needs. Phone (707) 443-6128.

THRILLS
CENTER ACTIVITIES OUTDOOR ADVENTURE PROGRAMS scheduled for the
weekend of Sept. 25-26 inClude: Trinity Alps Backpacking Trip, Whitewater Rafting,
Stone Lagoon Canoe Trip with
Barbecue, Introduction to River
Kayaking, Windsurfing, Beginning Surfing. No experience
needed. Everyone welcome!!
Call 826-3357 for information.

|

DON’T MISS THE 3RD ANNUAL RUN FOR THE BOATS

and more!!

cluded.

Refreshments in-

Call Center Activities

at 826-3357.

TV

beso

SPACE FOR MY 8 X 33’
TRAILER ON YOUR PROP-

ERTY,
with sewer hook-up
potential. Single person, HSU
employee, quiet, gone most
weekends. My rent coulhelp
d
with your loan payment! 8262624.

Lumberjack Classifieds sabe

Serve up everything you could
possibly want!

cost. New, guaranteed 12 mo.,

0% financing. Cheaper, safer,
cleaner, more convenient than
bottled water. Rentals available. Jay, 822-9268.

RAISE
UP
TO
$1,000 IN JUST
ONE WEEK! For
your fratemity, sorority &

Club.

Plus $1,000 for

yourself! And a FREE TSHjust
IR
for callin
T g. 1800-932-0528, ext. 75.

Quality Service * Affordable Prices

Calvin & Hobbes by Bl Watteron

Free Brake Inspection & Estimate
Are brake squeaks
stressing you?
Call for an appointment
22-3770
Woaner bikes available

Place ads at the

University Ticket Office
by 4 p.m. Fridays.

Just $5 for 25 words,

10¢/word thereafter.

Special

student rate,

$2 for 25 words!

CALENDAR
Thester

performer
Kate Buchanan

¢Peter Buckley:
The World
Preaaier Theatre of the
cae
ae
behind virtually every
sclivity i Rai
abastncsoe
will be presented
in this
solo word

titled “What Happened!”

Kung
Fu Classes:
Arcata
Parks and Recre-

ation is offering Kung Fu
classes taught by Paul
Gale. 7 to 8 p.m. For
more information
call

822-7091.

et Cetera
*Paintings
and Ceramfes: HSU students

Arthur Navaro, paintings,
and Mathew
Madden, ceramics, will
exhibit
their artwork
through September 30 in

the Karshner Lounge,
University Center.
Gallery
hours are 8 a.m.
to 11 p.m. 626-4149 for
information
Birdwatching om the
Madaket:The Humboldt
Wildlife
Care Center is

viting

birdwatchersto

take a two-hour cruise
on the “Madaket” 5:30

p.m. Low tides
will
enable everyone to see
some of the birds that
inhabit
the local mud
flats. Tickets
are $17.50
with discounts
for
members.
Hors doeuvres

and beverages
will be
served. Call for reservations
at 442-2254.

Thursday23
Music
eLive Music: Small

Fish, at the Jambalaya.
9:30 p.m. 822-4766 for
information.

Kate Buchanan
Room, 8
p.m. $8 general/5 student
& seniors. 826-3928 for
information.

Rigisie
eLive Music: at the

oun

9:30 p.m.

the Jailhouse
Sal
Rocker: at
the Country Club. 50’s &
60’s rock and modern
country. 9 p.m. No cover

before 9 p.m.
“Women's Volleyball:
HSU

Lumberjacks vs. Cal State
Stanislaus, HSU East Gym
7:30 p.m., 826-3631 for
information

et Cetera
ePainting: HSU student
Victoria Wagner will
exhibit her work through
October 7 in the Foyer
Gallery. Gallery hours are 8
a.m. to 11 p.m. 826-4149

Room, 8 p.m. $8 general/5,
student
& seniors. 826-

Music.
sDawe Lippman: An evening
of social satire. Sponsored

. by HSU Earth First! 7:30
p.m. Founders Hall 118, $5
cover. 839-5847
for more
information.

*Imternational
Folk:: Steve

Berman
at Cafe Mokka,
8:30 p.m.
eLive Music: At the

Jambalaya,
9:30 p.m. Doug
Vanderpool
& The Swamis
of Souls.
eRoedmeasters:
At the
Northcoast Inn, Arcata,9

p.m.
$2 cover.

Saturday25
Comedy
eImprov Comedy with

the
Comedy Quake: at Eli's,
514 Second Street, Old
Town Eureka, 441-9318 for
information
—
¢Peter Buckley: Solo word-

for information.
.
Sunday Brunch Music:
The Alder Trio, at Crosswinds Restaurant, 10th
& I
streets, Arcata. 822-4021
: for information. .

Sports
eBoccer:
Chico State,

vs.
HSU Soccer

field at 1 p.m.,
826-3631 for information.

Kung
Fu Classes: Arcata
offering
Kung Fu classes

F streets, Arcata, from
6 to
9 p.m.

taught
by Paul Gale. 9:30 to
10:30 a.m. For more information
call 822-7091.

€t Cetera

- ©Pamily
Day Care
eFootball: Lumberjacks
vs.
Saint Mary's College.
Redwood Bowl at 7 p.m.
826-3631 for information.
*Women's Volleyball:
Lumberjacks vs. Chico
State. HSU East Gym at

field at 1 p.m.,
826-3631 for information.
- eArcata Community
Peol:Come
and improve on

- Business:Humboidt
Child

Care Council
will offer a
four-part
series of workshops to help those interested in improving
their
family day care business
or

eFossils: The Northern

starting
a licensed family
day care business
in their
home. To RSVP call 4448293.

Monday27
Music
Chicago Jazs:Served up at

your stroke clinic.
These

adult classes
will cover the
four competitive strokes

Ct Cetera

and turns, with a different
stroke being covered
each
clinic.
Each clinic will

the TKE Fraternity.
Call
Glen, 826-1792 for information.

Benefit
for the Hungry &
Homeless:
The Renewal
Center announces a free
“Coffee House” benefit for
the hungry
& homeless,
noon
to 6 p.m, at the Eagle
Lodge, 11th and Jstreets,
Arcata.
Free refreshments,
bands,
DJ music, art and
door prizes.

Yom Kippur: High Holy

Days conclude
at Temple
Beth El with Yom Kippur
services: Morning service at .
9:30 p.m; study session
lp.m; children’s service 2
p.m; afternoon service3
p.m; and Yiskor service at

eDesperate
Act: Comedy

improv
& theater of the
absurd at the Jambalaya,9
p.m. Open mike after show.

the Jambalaya, 9:30 p.m.

days, 7 to 10 p.m; and
provide swimmers with
Sundays, 2 to 5 p.m. The
state of the art stroke drills
rink is also available for
and
training techniques
private skates. 668-5656 for
which will enhance
any
more information.
workout.
Price:
$28
per |
*Adventuresome classes:
_ Clinic, 9 to 1 p.m. 822-6801
HSU Natural History
for more information.
Museum will offer an
adventuresome program of
Ct Cetera
natural science classes for
°Tau Kappa Epeilan:
children
and adults this
Pe
Arden ayy sal
children
age 4 through 6,
with special offerings
for 2-3
year olds and their parents,
and one for adults. Preregistration
is required. 8264479 or stop by the museum, located
in Wells
Fargo Hall, 13th and G
streets
in Arcata.

the Jambalaya,
9:30 p.m.

Host Jim Silva, 822-4766

The Beamers playing
originals
and classic at
Ottavio’s Restaurant, 7th &

Chico State. HSU Soccer

fall. Classes
are aimed at

,

eAcoustic
Talent Night: At

Parks and Recreationis

Appropriate Technology
will

Fridays, 6 to 9 p.m; Satur-

Music

eLive Music and Dinner:

for information.

be hosting a Solar Adobe
Workshop, 4 to 6 p.m. Call
Corey William 826-3551 for
information.
*Roller Rink Skating: Blue
Lake roller rink is open for
its fall and winter schedule.
Public skate hours are:

5 p.m.. 822-8441/ 442on

3928 for information.

7:30 p.m. 826-3631 for.
information.
Soccer: Lumberjacks vs.

_ eCCAT:Campus Center for _

—wnnam“v

822-4766 for information.

eACAT: Viewers can have

video tapes played on
channel 12, every Thurs-

€t Cetera

California Paleontological
Association will meet at

7:30 p.m, at the HSU
Natural History Museum,
13th and G streets.in

Arcata, 826-4479 for
information.
*Video: Every Tuesday
night at 7 p.m. channel 12
.features
the Tuesday

_ Evening
Report and Video
from HSU’s video production classes. Call 826-5567
for comments and questions.

STUDENT SPECIAL

°
n
ssio
¢ on 5¢FridaysAdmi
/ Regular Admission $3
Live Horse
Racing
via satellite at

Redwood Acres Fairgrounds
Ba
8

multi-screen

=e Wag ring and 3
just a - the track
* Daily food service; beer
and wine

¢ Large no-smoking room

First post at 12:45p.m.; 5:30 Fridays
Sat. 10:30a.m-. Free handicapping classes
For mote info call 445°3037 or 445°1756 >
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